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Tax passes
with a hitch

5

Issue will appear
on November ballot
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANEtedger & Times photo

that were estimated to cost
Former citizens' committee member Lovella McConnell (left) shows members of the fiscal court pictures of toilets
hearing Tuesday concerning an
public
a
for
magistrates
with
mat
residents
Gther
40
abcut
and
McConnell
$1,000.
for
available
are
but
$4,000,
ad valorem property tax.

After nearly an hour of discussion, the Calloway County Fiscal
Court unanimously approved the second reading of a tax ordinance
Tuesday — but there is a hitch.
About 40 people attended the meeting, and many of them
demanded an amendment to the ordinance, which places the ad valorem property tax question on November's ballot.
The amendment, proposed by Bill Hudson, requires that all funds
generated by the ad valorem tax or operation of the jail mum he
used for the construction and maintenance of the jail.
Hudson, a former member of the citizens' group which studied
jail funding, said the original ordinance does not set forth an
mandates.
"I'm saying that if the jail generates money, it has to go hack to
the jail" — not the general fund," Hudson said.
County Attorney David Harrington proposed that the i:ourt hold
off on passing the tax until he could find out if the amendment
were necessary.
Magistrate Steve Lax, who voted agairist the amendment but for
the ordinance, said the county's budget is precarious.
"Where is Calloway County going to be with our budg,1 it
Rose (Calloway County School superintendent) decides to tart
- I See Page 2

Dole says reality may hit Clinton after speech
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
pointed prelude to a year of
struggle, President Clinton's call
for a "leaner, not meaner" government is drawing skepticism
from key Republicans. "He's
going to run into reality fairly
quickly," Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole predicted today.
In a lengthy State of the Union
address Tuesday night, Clinton
offered few new initiatives but
appealed to political opponents to
join him in seeking "dramatic
change in our economy, in our
government and in ourselves."
"We want to work together
where we can," Dole said today.
"In other areas, we'll just have

to battle it out. That's the way
it's always been."
The GOP arranged to begin
debate today on the House floor
on a balanced budget\amendment
to the Constitution, centerpiece of
the "Contract with America"
that powered their election
sweep.
Strikingly, Clinton spoke neither for nor against that proposal in
his address to Congress, even
though his opposition helped
defeat the amendment a year ago.
In his 80-minute address, Clinton urged a national campaign to
combat teen pregnancy. To cut
down on illegal immigration, he
proposed creation of a national
data bank to help employers verify the identification of prospec-

64

By the end of the
week, 28 days into the
new year, each congressman has already
earned as much in congressional salary as people who work under minimum wage make,in an
entire year.
Bill Clinton
tive workers. He called on Congress to stop accepting gifts from
lobbyists.
Today, Clinton and a number

of administration officials were
banning out across the nation to
carry his message that government can do good, providing for

immunizations tor children; Head no public statements Tuesday
Start; clean water and clear air night after sitting alongside Vice
President Al Gore for the speech
among them.
New Jersey Gov. Christie in the chambers of the House.
"Let's change the way governWhitman, the tax-cutting chief
ment
works," the president said.
executive upped by Republicans
make it smaller, less cost"Let's
an
to deliver
outside-the-beltway
rebuttal to Clinton's State of the ly and smarter -- R•aner. not
Union address Tuesday night, meaner."
pointed back to last November.
• Ointon's speech marked the
"In elections all across Ameri- first time since Harr 'I
ca, the voters have chosen small- tenure that a Domoiratic resier government, lower taxes and
dent delivered a State of the
less spending," said
Union address before a
Dole said Republicans "wel- Republican-controlled Congress.
come any support the president and aides said they hoped it
offers" as the new Republican
would reinvigorate a presidenc
majorities go to work. Fiery
battered by the midterm
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, elections.
leader of the first GOP majority
in the House in 40 years, made • See Page 2

Alexander offers
own view on opinion

104
\* .01°'
•

Faculty Senate hears
report on recruitment
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Based on his interpretation of a
legal opinion obtained by the
Council on Higher Education,
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander said a
Paducah engineering project must
be approved by both the CHE and
MSU.
"With all due respect to the
Paducah Sun, I think they read a
different opinion than I did," Alexander told members of the
Faculty Senate at Tuesday's
meeting.
Alexander has an extensive
background in school finance and
law.
The Paducah Sun reported in
, Monday's cdition that the "ruling
-

zaill

V!'1

,

buoys UK-PCC bid tor program"
and that PCC doesn't need CHE
approval for the program.
According to Alexander, Paducah Community College must
seek CHE approval regarding the
construction of a new building
designated for engineering.
"The CHE should not be
bypassed," he said. "The program
also must be approved by the
a
CHE and MSU bccausc it
Designated Service Area."
According to the legal opinion,
universities may not offer courses
at any level outside their respective DSAs without the permission
of the university responsible for
coordinating the DSA where the

II. .See Page 2
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False missile
report sets
off alarms
MOSCOW (AP) --- A Russian
news agency's erroneous report
that Russian forces had shot
down a combat missile launched
from Northern Europe set off
widespread alarm today.
The "missile" turned out to be
a NASA-funded rocket launched
to study The Northern Lights. The
Norwegians launched it within
their own territory, without a
shootdown, after informing the
Russian government.

•
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger 11 Times photo

Allen McCoy of Murray lines up a shot during a pool game Tuesday at the Senior Citizen's Center located
In the Weaks Center while J.T. Bucy and Ernest LIckliter wait their turn.

The Interfax news agency later
acknowledged its report was
wrong. Vyachcslav Terekhov,
deputy director of the agency,
blamed the mistake on false
information from a high-ranking
military source.
But Interfax cited other sources
in continuing to insist that the
missile was,military, not researcti
III. See Page 2
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Senate committee changes tax bills •Clinton...
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Providing what amounted to a FROM PAGE 1
with inflation.
When Clinton-called for a hike
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — inheritance tax system to children
Sponsors said both changes full exemption would be -giving
in
the minimum wage, the speakThe Senate appears ready to take and grandchildren.
But striking silences often
.
were made to cut the loss of state
in
Siblings and more distant relaaway revenues that the state realer
away some of the inheritance tax
. and other Republicans sat
away." greeted Clinton from the GOP. At silence
give
curto
the
have
under
remain
not
would
revenue.
tives
does
Democrats
And
ly
while
the
House.
the
by
passed
cut
one point, Republicans even
"There is no need to give this
applauded approvingly.
House leaders said they are not rent inheritance tax system.
---,,
would
phase
The
out
bill
the
booed. About 20 of them left as
kind of exemption to nephews
The committee also made a
By the end of the week, 28
certain what they will do about it.
an
for
offspring
on
over
for
and
tax
inheritance
on
went
Clinton
pension
rela4istant
the
and
proposed
and cousins
days into the new year, each conThe Senate Appropriations and change in
four years starting with deaths on
hour and 20 minutes.
gressman has already earned as
Revenue Committee Tuesday tax cut to remove a provision that tives," said Sen. Nick Kafoglis, July 1, 1995.
"Now the hard part comes, much in congressional salary as
.
grow
exemption
D-Bowling Green.
restricted the overhaul of the would let the
,
with the new"
--- ---- ------ 'working
s
- ---- -people who work under minimum
-Congres
Dole said this morning. "He's
wage make in an entire year,"
going to run into reality fair
the president said in a populist
quickly. ... I think the realization
appeal for the proposal.
is. now that the speech is made,
He touched on government
Grishin
down,"
it
shot
one
no
tors nimed away from Russia.
he must deal with the Republican
FROM PAGE 1
Spokesmen for NATO, several
reform, as well, challenging lawsaid.
the
by
puLzled
little
We
a
'
are
President
Congress and we have a different
— an assertion denied by govern- European countries and
makers to stop accepting gifts
According to a statement from
mandate. ..."
ment officials in both Moscow Clinton, traveling in PennssIvanireport," said Erik lankc, spokesfrom lobbyists, and then to fol-stage
four
the
range,
rocket
the
the
Republican Sen. Arlen Specter
a, said they were looking into
and Oslo.
man for the Norwegian Supreme
low up by approving reform
research rocket was called Black
the initial urgent report. Later, a White House
Defense Command in Oslo.
legislation that would place the
of Pennsylvania said the partisan
a
of
part
was
It
XXII.
Brent._
report, Russian government and -.spokesman - called it "totally
- tie stressed that it was a eivi- NASA project and carried instru- reaction foreshadowed "a tough prohibition into taw.
military officials immediately
Ilan rocket and had nothing to do
Y unsubstantiated."
year ahead."
When it came to shrinking
ments from American and Norwith Norwegian defense.
said they knew nothing about a
"One party was doing the
government, Clinton said he had
study the
to
universities
wegian
Valery Grishin, a Russian govIn Oslo, the Norwegian
missile shootdown.
applauding and the other party done much already, and acknowNorthern Lights.
ernment spokesman, said Non,veBut at a time when Russia's Defense Ministry said a research
'
was sitting on its hands," he !edged the voters were demandrocket
The space range said the
military is embroiled in a blood Y rocket was fired from the
gian authorities had informed
"I didn't like the ing more."We must have dramasaid.
northmiles
1,000
about
landed
Moscow of the launch of a
in Chechnya, the report civilian-run Andoya Rocket
atmosphere."
—
tic change in our economy, our
west of the Norwegian island
raised immediate concern Range on Andoya, an island off weather research rocket.
biparfor
calls
blended
Clinton
Russia.
far from
"The rocket fell on its own —
northern Norway, with a trajecworldwide.
tisanship with a pledge to veto
said. "Without regard to party,
any effort to reverse last year's
let us rise to the occasion." '
gun control legislation. "I will
not let that be repealed," he said
From the state Capitol in Trento Democratic applause.
ton, N.J., more than 100 miles
to
pledging
Republicans
With
the
re-evaluate
court
fiscal
the
.
9.5 percent insurance premium
amendment which was supported
FROM PAGE 1
pass tax-cuts, Clinton laid out his distant, Whitman replied that voteffort to
by the other two magistrates, tax, a county-enacted tax would county's budget in an
for signing them: "Will ers had launched a "revolution of
condition
" Lax said, referring to the Bobby Stubblefield and Clyde
over')
"trim fat."
not affect city residents.
it build the middle class and ideas," and said some of Clinpossibility that the school board
Resident Kathy Lyons asked if
But the proposed 8 cents per
Hale.
ton's proposals "sounded pretty
decicourt
the underclass? Is it paid
recent
shrink
budget
a
may appeal
"We need to get this ad 'al$100 of assessed valuation ad anyone had looked at the
Republican." In one of the shar...
for?
for
table
sion concerning the amount the orem tax passed, and we have got
the
on
it
put
least
"at
or
valorem tax ignores city
pest partisan jabs of the night,
"And I will oppose any
sheriff's department can charge a lot of work ahead of us," Miller
discussion."
boundaries.
she added, "the fact remains that
with
cuts
tax
taxes.
for
pay
to
collecting
for
attempt
another
forming
suggested
She
. ,
said.
Even though residents at the
he has been opposed to the
"If he does, we're going to
Medicare cuts," he said.
Most of the people who
opposed the addition of citizens' group to review the
meeting
balanced budget amendment. He
line
a
for
called
have to keep the sheriff's departClinton
When
the insurance tax, Judge/ budget.
addressed the fiscal court during
even more government
proposed
ment up," Lax said.
item veto — enhancing his ability
No action was taken on that
the public hearing said they
Executive J.D. Williams said the
and he imposed the
spending,
led
The school board will meet
Gingrich
—
spending
cut
to
request.
would support the ad valorem
county has no choice.
biggest tax increase in American
tonight in executive session to
in
vigorous
Republicans
the
fiscal
the
proposed
_McConnell
"David Adams (from the Kentax, but they opposed the insurhistory."
continue discussions 'about the
applause.
ance tax option being tacked onto tucky Department of Local Gov- court take another look at estilitigation. Members talked behind the ordinance.
consuljail
its
by
mates
provided
ernment) says the insurance tax
closed doors for nearly five hours
"The ad valorem tax, we feel
has to be on there before we can tant, Jim Woodrum.
Monday, but did not resolve the like, is the fairest, but as long as start a jail," Williams said.
"We've all heard a lot about
$4,000 toilets, but here's •
these
If the ad valorem tax question
the insurance tax is tied in with
.
Meanwhile, Magistrate Dan
tails in November, the county has Your $4,000 toilet for S1,000," FROM PAGE 1
it, it is not fair," said resident
Alexander also answered ques.
Miller proposed Hudson's
to have a backup plan so that it McConnell told the court as she
Brooks Gibson.
regarding the university's
tions
proposed course is to be offered.
.
can handle the S3.2 million debt passed out photocopies of the
faculty/staff
situation,
budget
The
further
opinion
states
that
sink/commode combination
If voters defeat the ad valorem
service, according to Williams.
of the footstatus
waivers,
tion
since PCC is within MSU's DSA,
tax, an insurance tax will autoLovella McConnell, a former which is required by state
ball turf and the importance of
the
UK
must
"under
guidelines,
matically take effect, according
member of the citizens' commit- standards.
the Faculty Handbook.
receive MSU's permission to
tee, explained the situation: "If
McConnell said She obtained
to the ordinance,
"Overall, the economy has
it
to
the
proposes
courses
offer
you go to the bank to borrow SI the information from a 1995 cata"I think you're just opening up
• Daily & Weekly Rentak
been good," he said. "We are
cc."
at
offer
said
failure,"
Phillip
million, I don't care how good of
the door for
log that has been approved by the
hoping to get a modest growth in
• Clean, Dependable Cars
Faculty regent Dr. Frank
a friend the banker is, he'll ask Kentucky Department of
Rogers, a local insurance agent.
I am enthusiastic about
students.
• Call Us For Rates
of
associate
Julian,
professor
.
"I think the city will vote against you for securities and a way to Corrections.
..
and i 'feel we have
legislature
the
political science, criminal justice
pay it back."
"If a man can pull your leg
it."
some positive people there
told
the
legal
Faculty
studies,
and
Other residents requested that over a toilet, what else would he
higher education."
he has also seen the legal ----- regarding
513 S. 12th St.
pull your leg over?" McConnell Senate
A Inv nrsfinr• c•m;y4 thnre. se.mrso-u-1
• •_
Because residents who live in
opinion.
asked.
753-4461
the City of Murray already pay a
in the legislature that higher edu"It basically says the CHE has
Since the ordinance has passed,
..
1
has already taken enough
cation
.
Paducah
and
authority in this area
the following will be placed on
of a beating.
the
for
permission
have
must
the November general election
With any luck, Alexander said
program and the building," he
ballot:
1001 Whitnell Dr.
hopes the football stadium turf
he
said.
"Are you in favor that while
Murray, KY 42071
last another year.
will
Alexander said there continues
any bond indebtedness of the
will cost $750,000 to
"lt
the
between
war
of
tug
a
be
to
DEPARTMENT HEADS
county incurred for the financing
for astro-turf," he said.
S800,000
University of Kentucky and the
of a new jail remains outstanding,
Walter L Apperson
Publisher
a whole bunch of peoof
know
"I
universities.
regional
Ake Rouse
an additional ad valorem tax will
General Mgr.
that. Then there is
want
who
ple
"We are concerned about those
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
be levied of up to 8 cents per
who wants grass."
bunch
another
inter-u
have
both
issues where we
Actvertsing Mgr. Mary Ann
.
S100 valuation on all property so
has astro-turf, it
stadium
the
If
said.
he
ests,"
Hodges
Mgr.
Dennis
Circulation
taxed of which the revenue
band competifor
used
be
can
cited
One of the examples he
Karen Covert
Classifieds Mgr.
1
derived from the collection of the
tions and various recreational
PresiUK
by
proposal
the
was
additional tax levy will be used
activities._ However, Alexander
READER INFORMATION
to meet the costs for constructing, dent Dr. Charles Wethington to said if it is grass, people will
To reach all departments of the
program
a
Kentucky
in
estatilish
operating and maintaining a new
have to stay off of it.
newspaper, phone 753-1916.
jail for Calloway County, similar to the McKnight Program
Alexander also explained the
to
designed
is
in Florida which
Subscription Rates
Kentucky?"
residential campus idea, which
Africanof
number
the
increase
All subscriptions payable in advance.
American faculty in higher was suggested as part of his'
Home delivery 6 days a week:
retention plan in the fall.
education.
1 mor.th
$5 00 I 6 months $28 50
"There is a model in higher
"The McKnight Program was
EXERCISE
$57.00
3 months $15.00 I 1 year
privately funded," Alexander education in which you try to
Does Your Heart
said. "If the state were to fund it, integrate faculty, staff and stuataheir
1 YR. $57.00
BY MAIL
Heart
dents called the college residenAmerican
UK would get 'all. the funds."
Good.
Association-NV
Mailed in Calloway Co., Benton,
Alexander also praised the tial model," Alexander said.,"We
Harck n, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmingfaculty during the 1Y2 -hour meet- would like to get rid of the old
ton, Ky. and to Paris, Buchanan and
ing for the extra work that was obsolete residential halls and get
Puryear, Term. By mail to other destiundertaken during the fall, which the faculty and students
nations, price is $64 50 per year.
was Alexander's first semester on together."
Published Monday through Saturday
He noted that the faculty is on
campus.
every afternoon, except Sundays,
side of the campus and the
one
on
did
July 4, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas
you
"All that work
Day and New Years Day.
recruitment is yielding important students are on the other. They
Pick 3
benefits," Alexander said. "I want are joined together by a bridge.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
0-6-5
"This concept doesn't change
thank all of you for doing
to
Call the circulation dept between
Pick 4
schedule," he said. "It is a
your
that."
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
1-7-6-1
activity that is simply a
social
that
noted
Alexander
However,
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Cash 5
increasing enrollment has been reconceptualization."
7-1 5-1 6-23-31
In other business, the senate:
lkorsy Ledger 4 Terre (USPS 30147C0)
difficult.
Murray Ledger II Tomes a a member at the
.Approved a resolution that
run
to
have
"It
we
if
as
seems
Assccuated Nees, Kentucky Press Otesccieben
to stay even," he said. "Our will be forwarded to Dr. James
and Southeer ••••••PaPsrs Pude/Nen &smitebon. The Aso:coated Pries st eackenrely ontitiel
..••••
1111:0%,
9
estimates aren't as Booth, provost and vice president
enrollment
to news argil/Jed by klurary Lodger• Tense.
high as I had honed. but they fnr academic and student affairs_
have increased."
regarding fall break.
He also discussed the universiThe senate is recommendin2
ty's new phon-a-thon area, which that fall break be eliminated and
is now based in the General Scr- moved to the week of Thanksgivvices Building. It offers 32 sta- ing to give the university a week
turing?
for students and professors off rather than having to be in
tions
COMMONWEALTH 84',MCurrent
to use in calling prospective stu- session Monday and Tuesday of
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
dents and alumni,
that week.
.
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People versus O.J. Simpson:

Lawyers wait to answer prosecution's case
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Just
as OJ. Simpson's lawyer was
about to answer the prosecution's
charges of murder, the accusations of abuse and violence, the
staggering-lineup of, blood evidence, the judge pulled the plug.
There would be no opening
statement this day by the defense.
Jurors were sent home Tuesday
without hearing the friendly voice
of Johnnie Cochran Jr. attacking
the prosecution's case. After
hearing prosecutors say for the
first time that socks found at thc
foot of Simpson's bed-Ciantained•
the blood of his slain ex-wife,
millions of TV viewers left their
sets without hearing Simpson's
side of the story.
It was all because of another
tiff between the judge and the
media, this time over the acciden-

tal broadcast of an alternate juror's face for eight-tenths of a
second. .
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
has banned televising jurors'
faces. After the slipup by Court
TV, the judge cut shon the court
session, sent the sequestered jury
back to its hotel and threatened to
remove the camera from the
courtroom.

tion's case and present the
defense's theory in detail for the
first time.
And there was a lot to counter.
Prosecutors unveiled for the 12
jurors and 10 alternates a case
packed with physical evidence.
They alleged that Simpson literally left a trail of blood from the
bodies to his Bronco to the foot
of his bed.
Prosecutors essentially conA hearing on the issue was set firmed months of news reports
for this morning, followed by thc about lab tests. Among their
defense's opening statement to 'allegations:
2ffswer charges that Simpson-.
Z-LA pair of dark socks 'found.'
murdered Nicole Brown Simpson near Simpson's bed contained
and her friend Ronald Goldman blood that matched Ms.
in a jealous rage on June 12.
Simpson's.
Ito's move was a scrious blow
-The glove found behind
for the defense. It denied Simpson's mansion held a cockCochran the opportunity to tail of incriminating evidence: a
immediately counter the prosccu- blood mixture that matched the
blood of Simpson and both victims, hairs like Goldman's and
fibers similar to those on his

Administration urges
approval of aid package
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Clinton administration, joincd by
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan, appealed to Congress
today to quickly approve a $40
billion rescue package for Mexico to keep that country's financial crisis from deepening.
Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin told the House Banking
Committee that the stakes were
high in avoiding a financial crisis
that could spread to other developing countries.
"Mexico has experienced a
loss of confidence, but the damage is not yet. irreversible," he
said. "It is critical that we prevent the currcnt situation from
deepening. into a crisis with lasting implications for U.S. jobs,
Mexican economic vitality and
the financial prospects • of all
emerging markets."
Rubin. Secretary of State Warren Christopher and Greenspan
were the leadoff witnesses as the
Banking Committee began hearings into what committee Chairman Jim Leach, R-Iowa, said
were the undesirable options facing Congress.
"All alternatives at this time
arc lousy alternatives," he said.
"The question we have to• deal
with is what is the least lousy
alternative."
Leach, who has been one of
the chicf negotiators working
with the administration behind
the scenes to craft legislation,

said officials were now on their
eighth or ninth draft and had bcen
able to meet all of the administration's demands.
But he said congressional
Democrats were still holding out
for furthcr conditions to be
imposed on the loan guarantees.
Supporters of the rescue package
arc concerned that it could fail in
Congress because of opposition
from conservative Republicans
who have attacked it as a taxpay-er bailout and from liberal Dcmocrats who want to impose a number of conditions on the
assistance.
Greenspan, who has played an
unusually high-profile role for a
Fed chairman in supporting the
administration effort, warncd that
the current situation is scrious
because of the threat it posed of
triggering a flight of capital from
other developing countries.
He said financial markets -in'
arazil and Argentina had already been rattled and that there was
evidence of problems beginning
in other developing countries,
those not even remotely related to
Mexico, for example, in Asia and
in central Europe, as wellas in a
fcw industrial countries.
"The objective of the proposed
guarantee program is to halt the
crosion in Mexico's financial
capabilities before it has dramatic
impacts far beyond those already
evidenced around the world," he
said.

shirt.
-A blood statn in Simpson's
Bronco matched Ms. Simpson's
blood.
-Blood drops at the crime
scene matched Simpson's blood.
-And a set of bloody footprints - site 12, the same as
Simpson - were found leading
'way from the bodies.
For emotional punch, the prosecution showed the jury photos
- many of theM.projected on a
large overhead TV screen - of
the slashed, crumpled bodies of
Ms-. Simpson- and Goldman.Relatives of the victims and
Simpson gasped and cried. At
least one picture - of Ms. Simpson, curled in the fetal position in
a pool of blood - was broadcast
on television.
- The prosecution contended
Simpson killed out of jealousy
after his ex-wile, broke off their
relationship for good. Deputy

During a description of Ms.
District Attorney Christopher
Darden said evidence would Simpson's last day of life, he
show an uglier side of the ami- looked toward Ms. Simpson's
able actor and gifted football mother, Juditha Brown, and her
sisters and appeared incredulous
player.
"The man you will see is the at what Darden was saying. Mrs.
face of a wife bcatcr, a batterrr, Brown burst into tears.
The prosecution left two major
an abuser, a controller," Darden
told the jury, keeping his back to questions unanswered: Where's
Simpson. You will sce the face the murder weapon? And where
of Ron and Nicolc's murderer." are the clothes that would have
Throughout the presentation, been bloodied during the violent
prosecutors referred to Ms. Simp- knife slayings?
Prosecutors didn't even offer a
son by her unmarried name,
All they did was hint
theory.
called.
They
Brown."
"Nicole
Simpson only "the defendant." abouLa mysterious little bilg.secn
And Simpson, elegant in a gray at Simpson's house less than an
suit and print tie, struggled to hour after the murders, a bag that
Simpson 'seemed particularly
maintain a stoic demeanor.
At times he shook his head, eager to handle himself, personalarched his eyebrows and bent ly loading it into a limousine that
over to scribble furiously on a took, him to the airport that night.
After Simpson took off for
yellow legal pad. He filled seversaid.prosecutor Marcia
Chicago,
he
Once
notes.
with
pages
al
leaned over and whispered to Clark, "That small dark bag V.4S
never seen again."
Cochran, "That's a lie."
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton tries
for 'political
Everyman'
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton wanted to demonstrate to Americans that he has a clear vision for the future. But his
one hour, 20 minute State of the Union address, filled with a multitude of applause lines, sometimes made it hard to tell whether he
was a Democrat or a Republican.
Or a political Everyman.
As the, first Democratic president to address a Republican-led
Congress in 40 years, Clinton gave an upbeat, good-natured speech.
It often had Vice President Al Gore and House Speaker Newt
Gingrich — and their respective troops — popping up and down
like jacks-in-the-box, sometimes together, sometimes separately.
But in emphasizing mostly common ground with Republicans
while tiptoeing around issues of strong- disagreement, Clinton's
speech may have served to blur the line between his agenda and
that of Republicans.
For instance, Clinton went ahead. with a call for increasing the
minimum wage above its current level of S4.25 — an idea that
appeals to traditional Democratic constituencies like labor but
which is strongly opposed by Republicans — but declined to name
an amount.
Administration aides previously had said Clinton was likely to
propose an increase to $5.
And Clinton did not say whether he was for or against the GOPpushed balanced budget amendment, a central item in the Republican's "Contract With America," even though he has insisted such
a proposal be accompanied by more disclosure of what programs
would be cut or taxes raised,
"He was a man of many parts," said Thomas Cronin, president
of Whitman College in Walla Walla, Wash., and the author of several books on the presidency. "One part was 'New Democrat.' One
part was preacher. One part was Ronald Reagan. And one part was
self-congratulatory PR agent for himself."
James Thurber, a political scientist at American University,
called the speech "too long, not focused, typical Clinton. He was
all over the map. Within three days people will forget the speech.
He still hasn't learned that he has to simplify the agenda."
Billing it as the most important speech of his presidency, the
administration had said Tuesday's nationally broadcast address was
an effort for Clinton to breathe vitality into his reeling presidency
and to refocus his candidacy.
But, in vintage Clinton style, his speech droned on and on. Some
Republicans left before the end.
And Gingrich, who has been accorded a degree of attention usually reserved for presidents, loomed over Clinton both symbolically
and in actuality as Clinton delivered his address from the House
podium with the speaker's face peering over his left shoulder.
Whereas in past years Congress has reacted to initiatives proposed by a president, Clinton's address this year was in large part
reacting to GOP initiatives.
"At times tonight it seemed some of the president's ideas sounded pretty Republican," said New Jersey Gov. Christie Whitman in
the televised GOP response. And House Majority Leader Dick
Armey, R-Texas, suggested that Clinton has expressed support
directly or indirectly for seven of the 10 items in the GOP's
contract.
"Our job is to get rid of yesterday's government ... and we ought
to do it together," Clinton said. And he urged the new GOP-led
Congress to -"put aside partisanship and pettiness and pride."
"We _have a lot more to do before people really trust the way
things work around here," he added.
Democrats, not surprisingly, were more sympathetic to Clinton's
appeal.
"I think the president is going back to his philosophical roots,"
said Sen. Tom Daschle, D-S.D. "This president has always indicated he was a new Democrat. His priorities were those relating
directly to the working class."
White House Press secretary Mike McCurry later said Clinton
was pleased with the "respectful reception" he received from both
Democrats and Republicans. He quoted Clinton as saying, "I had
no idea the Republicans would be so gracious."
Perhaps he didn't notice that some Republicans left before the
end of the speech.
Clinton joked away the length of the speech, interrupted 98 times
by applause, and suggested that the frequent applause had added to
its length. "At one point, this was a 30-minute speech," McCurry
asserted.
The address — and its reception — was nothing if not genial,
even if Clinton did sprinkle it with occasional barbs at Republicans.
"I thought it was fairly cordial considering we'd just come
through a very rough end of the 103r0 Congress and a very rough
election. Last year the Republicans latrghed at him. There was none
of that this year," said Sen. Russ Fcingold, D-Wis.
,..),A.404•••44;••a•ara,

EDITOR'S NOTE — Tdm -Roam has covered the White
House for The Associated Press since 1989 and has reported on
government and politics since 1973. )

Jones the record-breaker
Gov. Brereton Jones may now
hold the record for calling more
special sessions of the General
Assembly than any other governor
-- eight so far -- but there's no
guarantee he will hold that record
very long.
Even ifJones calls a ninth or tenth
special session before he leaves
office in December,the next governor or the one after the next could
top Jones' record.
That's because the nature of state
business, especially the uncertainty
over budgetary matters, means that
more and more special sessions of
the legislature wil be necessary. In
fact, Kentucky's legislature has met
at least once a year in regular or
special session for more than a
decade now.
That fact again raises the issue of
whether these annual legislative
get-togethers ought to be formalized in the constitution.
Kentucky voters have long
turned down amendments to the
constitution that would have allowed annual sessions. The only
real change they were willing to go
along with provided the brief organizational sessions in odd-numbered years like that which met
earlier this month.

Assembly achieved its independence from the executive branch,
specifically the governor, there no
longer is a feeling that everyone
must stand together against the
almighty presence in the Capitol's
first floor.
But it hardly seems likely, less
than three years after the FBI for all
intents and purposes raided the
Kentucky General Assembly one
April day in 1992, that an annual
session amendment to the constitution will be put forth for voter
consideration.
On the other hand, annual sessions of a certain number of days
each year would be more efficient,
produce better and more timely
legislation and,mostimportant,permit a more accurate budget for all of
state government. It also would put
an end to all these willy-nilly special
sessions except in times of true
urgency.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist

Annex itself -- or one day build its
own building somewhere on the
Capitol grounds.
Its members, especially those
who serve on multiple committees,
spend much more time in Frankfort
when the legislature isn't in session.
Those who live some distance from
the capital city expect to spend
several days in Frankfort at a time
for each of those committee meetings.
As the divisions between the
House and Senate widen -- and they
have been most obvious in the last
year -- there is every possibility that
Without voter approval of annual
the two will move to creat separate
staffs to serve committees that no session, however, the current syslonger will meet jointly during the tem of governors calling one-week,
two-week or longer special sessions
interim between sessions.
All of this is not likely to foster (at S40,000-a-day) will go on.
It's hardly the best way to operate.
the kind of unity of purpose that
characterized house-Senate rela- It's not really even the second-best
tions in recent years. As the General way.

Now, of course, after a week's
pause, legislators are back at the
Capitol cutting taxes and financing
three Jones' construction projects.
They will have to come back again
to redraw their legislation districts
to meet court muster ifJones doesn't
include redistricting by adding it to
the current special 'ssion call.
(Should there be a death or resignation ofa member of House or Senate
now,no special election can be held
because the districts have been ruled
unconstitutional.)
For good or for bad, the nature of
the Kentucky General Assembly is
changing. Its members now have
individual offices in the Capitol
Annex, whch is more than half
occupied by legislators, committee
rooms and legislative staff already.
Eventually, the legislative staff already. Eventually, the legislative
branch will take over the entire
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 8
Saint Paul (Minn.) Pioneer
Press on Newt Gingrich and
Connie Chung:
You know that little dust-up
between Mom Gingrich and the
First Lady? Wasn't that much
ado about nothing? I mean, does
it surprise you that Newtie would
pillory Hillary when he thought
no one was looking or listening?
Just the same, Newtic was
right to get upset with CBS and
Connie Chung. It was obvious
watching the show that his mom
and dad weren't sophisticated in
the ways of television.
Even someone very comfortable in front of cameras might
think that a TV show host who
teased out a videotaped answer
by promising the response would
be "just between you and me"
was pledging that the answer
would be their secret. Whether
three cameras were running at the
time or not was irrelevant. "Just
between you and me" should
mean what it says.
What's sad is that that line
simply promoted old stereotypes
of strong and smart women and
gave the public virtually nothing
of importance. Instead, it provided people with more reason to
be distrustful of the media, to
reaffirm suspicious that the media
thrives on division and discord.
Oh yeah, it also gave Hillary the
last laugh•— and chance to show
how gracious she is — With her
invitation to the new Howse-.
speaker and his mother to be her
guest at the White House.

Jan. 8 — The Knoxville
(Tenn.) News-Sentinel on Congress on line:
The GOP leadership has moved
quickly to make the Congress'
business more accessible to the
public. ...
House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
along with Librarian of Congress
James Billington and House
Oversight Committee Chair Bill
Thomas, R-Calif., announced the
Thomas system, a computer
resource on the Internet.
Thomas, named in honor of
Thomas Jefferson, is free to users
of the Internet. Through the
Library of Congress, it provides
the full text of bills from the last
Congress, directory information
on members of Congress and
committees, committee hearing
schedules, House floor schedules,
visitor information, the text of
the GOP-backed procedural

changes adopted by the House
during the first day of the new
Congress, and other information.
Gingrich promises the system
will tilt the balance "toward the
citizens and out of the Beltway."
Last October, the White House
introduced a slick and extensive
on-line guide to the federal government — including a White
House sign-in guest book — that
has been accessed by more than
570,000 users. ...
In addition to Congress, several states offer on-line access to
bills and committee information.
In some states, activists are pushing for on-line records of political contributions and lobbyist
reports.
As Gingrich said in announcing the House service: "Knowledge is power."
Jan. 5 — Albuquerque
(N.M.) Journal on anti-abortion

violence:
Violence will not stop abortions. In fact, violence can't
resolve any broad issue, no matter how contentious. Too many
individuals, among them John C.
Salvi III and Paul Hill, have
resorted to violence to advance
their beliefs.
Salvi, a student hairdresser, is
charged with killing two abortion
clinic receptionists and wounding
five other people Dec. 30 at two
abortion clinics in Brookline,
Mass.
President Clinton said that
"vigorous debate over abortion is
proper. Violence against those
who hold differing opinions is
not."
The National Right to Life
Committee joined others in
denouncing the killings.
Violence must be rejected
completely as a means for settling disputes.
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Singles (SOS) plan event Friday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday. Jan. 27, at
6:30 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will be for the Chili
Cook-Off and Mexican Party. Singlers should wear Mexican clothing
and bring either chili or your favorite Mexican dish. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Jeanne, 751-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
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Hazel Adult Farmer Class to meet
Hazel Adult Farmer Class will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. at
Dees Bank of Hazel. "Herbicide Selection and Weed Control" will be
discussed. All interested farmers arc invited to attend, according to
Johnnie Stockdale, adult farmer teacher.
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Calloway Athletic Boosters to meet
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at
5:30 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Board of Education. All
persons interested in the athletic programs at Calloway County
. Schools are urged to attend, according to Johnnie Rockdale, president.

TOPS KY #469 to meet Thursday
TOPS KY #469 will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. with the
meeting to begin at 7 p.m. Because of the inclement weather last
week, open house will be rescheduled for this week. The program will
be given by Katana Darnell. TOPS is a non-profit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss. All visitors are invited to
atten.
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• Senior Adults plan Friday events
The Senior Adults of First United Methodist Church will meet Fri:
day, Jan. 27, at 9 a.m. at the church. The group will then go to KenLucky Danr and then to Patti's for lunch. Persons interested in joining
the group for this trip are asked to call the church office, 753-3812, by
today, Wednesday.

Memorial Baptist Men will meet
Baptist Men's Day will be observed by men of Memorial Baptist
Church with a breakfast on Sunday, Jan.. 29,-at 8 a.m. The Rev. Greg
Anderson will be the speaker. Reservations for the breakfast are due
: by today, Wednesday.

Browning will speak here Thursday
Dr. Christopher Browning, professor of history at Pacific Luthern
University, Tacoma, Wash., will speak Thursday. Jan. 26, at 7:30 p:m.
in Freed Curd Auditorium in Collins Industry and Technology Building, Murray *State University. This is -a 'free lecture on "Ordinary
Men," the role of German policemen in Hitler's Final Solution. The
. event is being sponsored by Humanistic Studies Forum Committee at
NISU. A reception will start at 4 p.m. in FH 101 prior to the lecture.
The public is invited.

East Council meeting Friday
East Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a work day on Friday, Jan. 27, from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Regional Training Center on Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road. This is open to the public.

NNW.

NARFE will hear Martin Friday
Robert K. Martin, CPA with Thurman, Martin and Colson, will
speak at a meeting of Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association
of Retired Federal Employees on Friday, Jan. 27, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin-Stockade. Martin will discuss changes in filing 1994 tax returns
. and will answer questions from the members. All persons, either
members or prospective members, are urged to attend this important
meeting, according to Glen Sims, program chairman.
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Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Jan. 28, at 9:30 a.m. for a breakfast meeting at
Ho's Kitchen at Holiday Inn. This is a monthly social event for all
those retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy
McClure at 492-8640 or Lottic Brandon at 753-3517.

Compassionate Friends on Thursday
r,

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Jan. 24, at 7:30 p.m. in
the board room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. For more information contact Mike Rumble,
Pastoral Care, at 76n274 or Hilda Bennett, chapter leader, 498-8324.

One By One will meet Friday
, One by One Singles Ministry of First United Methodist Church will
I met Friday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. at the church. Nancy Rose, coordinator
of the Hospice Program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will be
the speaker. This is an ecumenical outreach of the church and all singles are invited. No fees or dues are charged. For more information,
contact Dr. Russ Sisson, director of Programs for the church. at
153-3812.

University of Louisville's new
football coach has several Murray
tics. First of all Coach Ronald
Cooper, 34. was Murray State
University's assistant football
coach defensive co-ordinator
from 1987-1988.
Coach Cooper's wife, Kim,
grew up in Murray. The two met
when she was a MSU student and
he was the assistant at MSU. He
walked into the K-Mart, across
from the football stadium to buy
cleaning supplies — and Kim
Walls was the cashier. Kim has
relatives here in Murray and Calloway County.
Born in Huntsville, Ala.,
Coach Cooper received his
Bachelor's degree from Jacksonville, Ala. State, and his Master's
degree from Appalachian State.
While at Jacksonville State, he
played linebacker on their football team.
Coach Cooper was being interviewed in the Courier-Journal
recently, and he described his
wife as "down home...She even
fishes."
He added that Kim occasionally reminds him, "don't try to
coach me. I'm not a player."
Kim Cooper has a degree in
elementary education, but now
she is selling real estate in Ypsilanti, Mich., and likely will continue that in Louisville. Cooper joked to the reporter,
and said his wife, Kim, won't be
as visible as former Coach Howard Schnellenberger's wife,
Beverlee.
"Everybody take a good look
at her because you won't see her
down on the sidelines and she
doesn't own any leather pants."
This young talented, well-paid
new football coach has generated
much excitement because he is
one of only a few AfricanAmerican head coaches in NCAA
Division 1 football.
• • • •
Sheila and Jerry Grogan and
family were back in Murray during the Christmas holidays.. Her .
walking buddies, Jennifer Crouse,
Marilyn Adkins and Patsy Miller,
had Sheila out walking with them
before she went back to work in
Louisville. Sheila, who is a real
artist, is working in the interior
decorating and furniture department of Bacons in St. Matthews,
where they reside.
• • • •
Unique, beautiful, cutting
edge; all familiar terms used to
describe Transitions '95, an exhibit of one-of-a-kind contemporary Kentucky craft to be introduced at the Kentucky Craft
Market, Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center in Louisville,
Jan. 27-29.
This annual juried exhibition is
now in its third year after being
first shown at the Kentucky Craft
Market in honor of The Year of
American Craft.
Alan B. DuBois, curator for
the Museum of Decorative Arts,
Arkansas Arts Center, Little
Rock, Ark., selected works from
27 artists.
Twelve Kentucky Arts Council
fellowship (1984-1994) recipients
working in a craft medium have
also been invited to participate.
These works demonstrate cractive
exploration and use of innovative
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forms and materials.
Merit awards will be presented
to Gayle Ccrlan, Phillis Alvic,
Sergei Isupov, and Mike GoWlett
for their exemplary v,ork. Besides
Alvic, others from this area in the
show include Emily Wolfson and
Wayne Bates of Murray.
The show will travel to the
Columbus Cultural Arts Center in
Columbus, Ohio, from April 15
through June 6, and be shown
during the Columbus Arts Festival and the American Crafts
Council Craft Fair/Columbus.
After Columbus, the exhibition
will be installed at the lvan Wilson Center For the Arts, Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, from June 12 to Aug. 4. It
will be incorporated into a comprehensive cultural exhibit at the
State Fair in Louisville from
Aug. 17 through 27.
• • • •
If it's called a funny bone, why
does it hurt so much when you
hit it? The truth is, when you stub
your toe or slam your finger in
the door and someone manages to
make you laugh, the pain seems
to subside.
Now, medical research has
shown that good health can he a
laughing matter. .
The staff at Rembrandt Oral
Care products, realizing that a
great smile is just the tip of the
iceberg, found research that
shows laughter may be the best
medicine. *Laughter lowers blood pressure and relaxes muscles. •
*Laughter provides immediate
release from emotionalstress that
can last for up to 40 minutes.
*Laughing stimulates catecholamines, . hormones which are
thought to stimulate the brain to
release stress-reducine
endorphins.
*Laughing . may increa-e
disease-fighting antibodies. It
causes cortisol and epinephrine to
decline. Both are chemical substances that can interfere with the
body's ability -so fight illness.
*Laughter combats depression.
*Ten minutes of a hearty
laughter provides an anesthetic
effect that promotes pain-free
sleep.
*Historically, laughter was
thought to "purge the blood and
make the body young, lively and
fit _for any manner of
employment."
*A genuine laugh combined
with a beautiful smile can boost
confidence, build friendships and
enhance an overall healthy life.

The Murray Service Unit of The Salvation Army, working in conjunction
with Wal-Mart and Calloway County Preschool, helped to meet the
needs of some area preschoolers recently. The Army purchased underwear and socks for 15 children. Pictured are, from left, Kerry L. Lambert, Service Unit chairman, Paul Sharp, Wal-Mart manager, and Brenda
Hosford. teacher at the County Preschool. If you would like to give a
donation to the local service unit, it may be sent to Randy Hutchens,
treasurer, P.O. Box 1419, Murray, KY 42071.

SERVICE NOTES
John and Jerri Olive of
Puryear. Tenn., have enlisted in
the United States Army. John is
the son of John and Jennie Olive
of Paris, Tenn. Jerri. is the
daughter of Jerry and Jamie Bates
of l'uryear, Tenn.
Thc couple will report to Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., in late
February for both basic and
advanced training as motor transport operators. They will then be
stationed together at Fort Riley,
Kan., their first duty station. Both
are graduates of Henry County
High School.

TODAY'S THE DAY

"11.f..tct
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Murray, KY

FINAL Lr
CLEARANCE

70%
OFF

Stop Smoking

9

American Heart
Association

plus $1

Wanted - BINGO Players
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
$1,000 Letter H Jackpot!!!
• 14 Games - $100 Each

$500 Jackpot Each Week
• Letter "H" - 30 Numbers or Less Pays $1,0001
(Consolation Prize - $100)
Special Games - Double Bingo pays 60%, 75%, and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky

The shape
of things
to come.

SUBSCRIBE

member
Hope
Fandrich

We are pleased to
announce that Taffy
Domerese, bride-elect
of Eric Catron, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Taffy and Eric will
be married February
11, 1995.
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Peal now
principal
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By HETTIE WARD
School Staff Writer
Donnie Peal is the principal at
Christian Fellowship School at
Bricnsburg. He has been principal
for nine years, but has been at the
school for 10 years.
Peal attended Murray State
University and graduated with a
degree in Christian Education and
Church Music from Southern
Bible College, Houston, Texas.
He received his master's in
Christian School Administration
from Oral Roberts University.
Tulsa. Okla.
His wife, Wanda, is also a graduate of Southern Bible College.
She taught first grade at CFS
until the birth- of their youngest
daughter, Alisha. They also have
another daughter, Brandi, ninth
grade student at CFS. The family
resides in Benton.
Several students from the Murray area attend school at Christian Fellowship School.

Storey's
Food Giant

Pottertown
meets here
Wanda Dixon, president, presided at a meeting of Pottertown
Homemakers Club held Wednesday, Jan. 11, at Ho's Kitchen at
Holiday Inn.
The devotion was given by
Lurcnc Cooper. Reports were
given by Kay Carlson, secretary,
and Mary Moore, treasurer.
Also present were Jo Roberts,
Lavine Carter, Christine Collins,
Bobbie Cook, Nancy Wright and
Mary Hopson.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 8, at 10 a.m. at Ho's Kitchen
at Holiday Inn.,

Karasek boy
born Dec. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Karasek of Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Johnthan Langley Karasek, born on Thursday.
Dec. 15, 1994, at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris.
The baby weighed eight
pounds and eight - ounces. The
mother is the former Candace
LeBlanc.
Grandparents are John and Pat
Karasck of Murray and Larry and
Carolyn Langley of Paris, term.
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Paris Road
Club meets
Lyda Sue Collins presented a
lesson on "Understanding Grief'
at a meeting of Paris Road
Homemakers Club held Wednesday, Jan. 11, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
The devotion was given by
Charlene Curd with prayer by
Dana Hale. Faustine Walker
presided.
Also present were Norman
Myers, Gertrude White, Carol
Smith and Virginia Duke.
The club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 8, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

'We Accept US Govt.
Food Stamps and
WIC Vouchers

Reserve The Right
Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray *Ws
To Limit Quantities

Jones' boy
born here
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Jones of Rt.
1, Box 307A, Almo, are the
parents of a son, Johnathon
Edward Jones, born on Friday,
Jan. 6, 1995, at 6:23 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds two ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Beth Lassiter.
Grandparents are Mrs. Martha
Lassiter and the late Rev. Harold
Lassiter of Murray, and Steve and
Sharon Lyons of Almo. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Clover
Jones and the late Edward Jones
of Almo.
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Dismissals at Murray-Calloway

SUPER BOWL

County Hospital for Friday. Jan.
20, have been released as
follows:
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Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
Jan. 21, have been released as
follows:
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Dismissals
Baby boy Winchester, parents, Carolyn and Randall, 1215 Peggy Ann
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Tenia Ellis and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 301, Dexter;
Joe Howell Thornton, At. 6, Box
360, Murray; Hilman Coles, At. 2, Box
193, Hazel; Robert E. Johnson, 404
North Third St., Murray.
• • • •
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Newborn admissions
Sullivan baby boy. parents, Kesha
and Lynn, 1523 Beckett Dr., Murray;
Stroud baby girl, parents, Tammie
and Jerry, 44 White Dove Ln.,
Gilbertsville.
Dismissals
Emery Gerald Hawe. At. 5, Box
809AA, Murray; Miss Amber Catherine
Flood, Rt. 4, Box 812, Murray; Bob W.
Miller Rt. 2, Box 79, Hazel
Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Waggoner, At.
1, Whispering Oaks, Mayfield; Dakota
Brown, P.O. Box 1902, Hazel; Ms.
Madelyn Melton, 1706-B Ridgewood,
Murray;
T.G. Shelton, 1709 Calloway Ave.,
Murray; Lloyd Sills, Rt. 8, Box 360,
Murray; Mrs. Ruby Grogan, 1624
Hamilton Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Dora Ann Graziana Jones, Rt.
3, Box 335, Murray; Mrs. Mary Sykes,
1308 Sycamore St., Murray; Ted Wilson, 204 South 13th St.. Murray.
• • • •

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
22, have been released as
follows:

Th
N

Dismissals
Robert Hooks, At. 1, Box 475, Murray; Rick Wilson, Box 783, Murray;
Mrs. Tammy Seavers, Rt. 1, Box
132B, Murray;
Ms. Sibyl Luebbert, 2005 A Old
Canton Pike, Cadiz; Mrs. Carolyn Harper and baby girl, P.O. Box 1391,
Cadiz,
Ms. Diana Rosso Foster, P.O. Box
1138, Murray; Mrs. Vanessa Fike, Rt.
Box 2, Kirksey; Ms. Clessie McClain, Rt. 1, Box 70, Palmersville,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Carolyn Winchester and baby
boy, 1215 Peggy Ann Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Angelia Hochstatter and baby girl,
2677 Hwy. 95, Lot 12, Calvert City;
Mrs. Marian Richardson, 408 South
Eighth St., Murray; Mrs. Mildred Elkins, 707 Fairlane, Murray; Carl Brantley, At. 1, Box 258, Farmington;
Ms. Jessie Shoemaker, Ms. Lorene
Byers, and Mrs. Irene Myrtle Horn.
back, West View Nursing Home,
Murray;
Ms. Jewel Turner, 1041 Beechy Rd.,
Cadiz; Roy Colson, Rt. 3, Box 35, Murray; Ms. Mildred Green, Rt. 2, Box 35,
Hazel.
• • • •

GRAPEFRUIT

N. A

•

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Jan. 23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Knight baby boy, parents. Christine
and Shannon, 198 Maple Rd., Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Pamela M. Thweatt, 1108
Breezeel School Rd., Benton; Billy R.
Watkins, P.O. Box 1274, Cadiz; Mrs.
Coleda M. Brooks, At. 2, Box 51,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Anna T. Zell, P.O. Box 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Sherrie Prescott,
801 Rudolph Rd., Hardin; Miss
Rochelle Lee Powers, Rt. 5, Box 1128,
Murray;
James Grimm Sr., 1503 Market St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Hall Wilkinson, B3 Mobile
Home Village, Murray;
Mrs. KeSha C. Sullivan and baby
boy, 1523 Beckett Dr., Murray; Edward
E. Worrell, West View Nursing Home,
Murray;
Woodrow W. Hicks, At. 3, Box 401,
Murray; Mrs. Mary Ella Sprague, 810
Bagwell. Murray; Mrs. Hazel S. Crenshaw, 1702 College Farm Rd., Murray.
•

• •

•

Parker is
delegate at
4-H Congress
Laurie Jo Parker of Murray
was a delegate to the 73rd and
last National 4-H Congress held
Dec. 2-7 at Orlando, Fla.
Parker was among 1,200 delegates representing outstanding
youth leaders from all 50 states
and Puerto Rico. They heard
about and experienced the 4-H
Workforce Preparation Program
being introduced for the 1990s
and beyond.
The delegates participated in
the President's Council for Physical Fitness and Sports, Diversity
Training and leadership experiences. The program was designed
to give youth an understanding of
a culturally diverse' society, and
its impact on the workplace and
carter awareness through exposure to different businesses.
Parker, a sophomore at Calloway County High School, is the
daughter of Sam and Janie
Parker.
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Seventh-day Adventist
Church plans services

••

•

By CROMWELL HAUGE
Church Writer
The Murray SeYenth-day
Adventist Church, located at
South 15th and Sycamore Streets,
welcomes the public to its first
anniversary services on Saturday,
Jan. 28.
Sabbath School will begin at
9:15 a.m., worship service at II
a.m. and a fellowship meal to
follow.
Many have expressed regret

FUN 8c FASHION
by D.K. Kelley

•

As January is coming to an end, we start
to think about spring, and the great news for
the season is we have color. After•couple
of years of nothing but neutrals, it is
wonderful to sec bright and cheery looks
again.
You will be seeing pastel sherbet colors to
electric blights.
Color, comfort and versatility are what
this spring season will be about.
From soft knits to suits, we will see pinks,
aquas, yellows, and, of course, it would not
be spring without our nautical rod, white and
navy for a crisp classical look.
With simple shapes and flowing fabrics
for spring, there will be more of fitted look
with bare shoulders, midriffs, skinny belts,
smaller purses and allAinds of jewelry will
be the key to accessories for spring.
Spring '95 is one of femininity and
elegance that places legs back on center
stage. There are lots of forties inspired
looks. Glamour is back in jewelry with a
retro appeal in rhinestone making - appearances in earrings, bobby pins, big beaded
necklaces, matching earrings, also the
smaller ethnic looks are still popular.
Bright red lipstick and nail polish for that
forties I lollywood glamour add sophistication to any outfit this season.
Speaking of red nails, Fringe Benefits on
Broad Ext., has a complete line of great
products and services to meet any of your
glamour needs.
Call Teresa for details. Come by soon at
D.K. Kelley, we have new spring mcrchandi4c arriving daily.
Stay tuned for next week's fun & fashion
report.
Hours 10-5 Mon -SW.

fte0.1C.Nflif1
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-744

that they were unable to attend
the dedication services just year,
so the church decided to celebrate
its first year in the new church
building and welcome all who
want to come.
Services are alsways open to
the public.
Ordinarily due to the fact that
the new pastor is responsible for
three congregations, the worship
service is conducted at 9 a.m.;
however, it has been mvoed up to
11 a.m. for this celebration.

Dale named
at Millsaps
JACKSON, Miss. — Michael
William Dale has been named to
the Dean's List for the 1994 Fall
Semester at Millsaps College.
Dale is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County County School and
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Dale 111 of Murray.
Dean's List students have
earned a grade point average
between 3.2 and 4.0, according to
Sally Lott McLellan from the
Office of Public Information at
Millsaps College.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, which provides Meals on
Wheels, a food program that serves over 100 hot meals each day in
Calloway County, was recently able to purchase a new1994 Ford Ranger. The monies for this vehicle were provided locally from the city and
county, and particularly from United Way and fund-raising projects. Pictured with the new,truck are, from left, Rachel Lee, driver, Eric Kelleher,
Senior Citizens Director, and Sue Outland, chairman of the Board of the
Senior Citizens.

Mr. and Mrs. Monte Alan Stalls

Woods-Stalls wedding
vows are said Dec. 10

Jean Watkins
opens home for
chapter meeting
Jean Watkins and Martha Crafton were hostesses for the
December meeting of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa held at
the Watkins' home.
The devotion was given by
Nancy Lovett who read two
selections entitled "Laugh A
Little" and "Remember December," a poem written by one of
her students at North Calloway
Elementary School.
Doll Redick, president, presided. Rep - rts were given by Sue
Adams, .,ecretary, and Jean
Watkins, treasurer.
For the Altruistic reports, it
was reported that S100 was given
to Family Resource Center for
November and gifts valued at
$97.90 to Fern Terrace Lodge for
December.
A Chinese Auction followed
the meeting. Refreshments were
served by the hostesses to 17
members present.

"12 STEPS to Life in Christ"
Class meets Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
Glendale Church of Christ
1101 Glendale Road

GERI CHILCUTT OF MURRAY is pictured with some of her many Teddy
Bears at her home. She will be at the West Wing of the Kentucky Fair
and Exposition Center, Louisville, on Jan. 27, 28 and 29. Chilcutt has
owned her Teddy Bear business for five years and this will be her second year to attend this special event. The 1995 Kentucky Craft Market,
selected by Southeast Tourism Society as the "Top 20 Event" for January 1995 continues to grow since its inception in 1982. Friday's trade
day will host 400 wholesale buyers from around the nation and several
foreign countries. Saturday and Sunday will be open to the public with
over 10,000 people expected to attend.

(For additional information, call 753-3714.)

YOU ARE INVITED!
As.' Us
About
Patient
Information
Leaflets

-Patient Counseling
-Computerized Records
-Cards & Gift Items
-Most Major Ins. Plans
-KY Medicaid
-Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Couple is honored
Mr. and Mrs. Monte Alan
Stalls were honored with several
bridal events prior to their wedding on Dec. 10. Mrs. Stalls is
the former Angela Denise
Woods. s
A rehearsal dinner was hosted
by the groom's lather and stepmother, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lamb,
on Friday, Dec. 9, at Country
Crossroads Restaurant at Hardin.
Covers-were laid for 21 persons.
A bridal tea was held at Bethel
United Methodist Church with

Murray Christian
Academy

Euple Thompson, Donna Wilson,
Diane Brandon, Wanda Saylors,
Tina Wilson, Nlanon Wilson,
Lois Woods and Gayle Weaver as
hostesses.
Katherine Spann, Marie Stalls,
Linda Broach, Angie Outland and
Paula Holsapple were hostesses
for a shower held at Shoney's
Inn.
A brunch, hosted by the bride's
co-workers, was held at the home
of Carolyn Page in Murray.
A bridal tea was held at the
home of Connie Stalls of Marshall County.
Charles and Becki Reed hosted
a buffet supper at their home at
Lakeway Shores. Present were 19
persons.

Angela Denise Woods, daughter of Dennis and Carolyn Woods of
Almo, and Monte Alan Stalls of Rt. 3, Murray, son of Clayton and
Connie Stalls of Hardin and Jim and Kathleen Lamb of Almo, were
married Saturday, Dec. 10.
The vows were said at 6:30 p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church. The
Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiated. Music was by Raybo Dunn and
Angela Fuqua.
The bride, escorted by her father and given in marriage by her
parents, wore a fitted gown of candlelitc bridal satin featuring a scalloped neckline, semi-sheer sleeves with point cuffs covered in ivory
pearls with a teardrop pearl hanging off the point of the cuffs that
fastened with satin covered buttons. Rose petal and point embroidered
lace covered the bodice and angled down the front of the skirt and
encircled the hemline. The v-cut back was draped with strings of ivory'
pearls that met with a teardrop pearl in the center which gave way to a
bustle bow and gently pleated chapel length train of candlelitc bridal
satin with a sheer placket of rose petal point embroidered lace. The
train was edged in scalloped lace and appliques. Hand sewn ivory
seed pearls and Austrian crystal adorned the gown and train.
Her headpiece was a forehead band of ivory pearls and iridescent
sequin and bead appliques with a bouffant net back that flowed to
elbow length. She wore ivory pearl earrings encircled with rhinestones
and a'diamond tennis bracelet borrowed from her mother. Her something blue was her garter. Her something old was her maternal grandmother's gold wedding band pinned to the hem of her gown and a silk
handkerchief attached to the back of her bouquet that belonged to her
paternal grandmother. Her bridal bouquet was a cascading silk bouquet of ivory magnolia blossoms, roses, clustered berry sprays and
English ivy.
Reshana Knight was the matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Lisa
Fuqua and Shari Wilford. They wore floor length fitted gowns of
hunter green velvet and carried arm bouquets of ivory and burgundy
silk magnolia blossoms with ivory bows and strands of ivory pearls.
Courtney Fuqua and McKaylon Wilson were flower girls. They
wore candlelite satin dresses. They dropped rose petals from wicker
baskets accented with ivory bows.
The groom wore' a black formal tuxedo with tails, ivory vest, bow
tie and cummerbund. Tyler Stalls, ring bearer, was dressed like the
groom.
Downs Thornton served as best man. Groomsmen were Timmy
Stalls and Shane Paschall. Kent Wilson and Tony Knight served as
ushers and candlefighters. They wore formal black dinner jacket tuxedoes as did the fathers of the bridal couple. All men in the wedding
party had ivory silk gardenia bud boutonnieres.
The bride's mother wore a black two piece silk suit. The groom's
mother wore a rust rayon one piece dress. The groom's stepmother
wore a navy rayon one piece dress. They had corsages of double gardenia blooms with ivory ribbon and pearl strands.
DeAnna Askins presided at the guest register.
A reception followed -in the New Life Christian Center.
The four-tiered wedding cake was on individual cake stands of different heights. Each cake and stand were decorated with gardenias,
fresh pixie carnations, daisies, leather leaf and ivy. Punch, nuts, mints
and finger foods were also served.
Serving were DeAnn Anderson, Tona Camp, Tonya Bogard, Holly
Morris and Lori Wilson.
Melissa Bogard directed the wedding and the reception. Arm bouquets, boutonnieres and corsages were made by Lisa Boggess. Bird
seed bags, made by June Jones, were distributed by Amy Thompson.
Ater a wedding trip to Honeymoon Hideaway at Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Stalls are residing on Rt. 3, Murray. The bride
is employed by Dr. Richard Crouch and the groom is employed by
Lamb Plumbing & Mechanical Inc.

You've planned the perfect-weekiding:
,
, - The perfect dress
c
--/\--The perfect church
,
';',The perfect spouse

• Academic Excellence
• Christian Environment
• Non-denominational

Shoal you choose the perfect me Ses, too?
OAKWOODSTUD1
zatc.II

Now accepting applications for kindergarten through grade
six for the 1995-1996 academic year.
Accepting kindergarten pre-registration for the
1996-1997 academic year.
Call now at 759-1321 or stop by our facility located in the
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th Street,
to pick up an application.

NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATORY POLICY AS TO STUDENTS
Murray Christian Academy adrhits students ofany race,color, national and ethnic origin to all the rights. privileges,
programs and activities generally seconded or made available to students at the school. It does notdiscriminate on
the basis of race, color, national or ethnic origin in administration of its educational policies, admissions policies,
scholarship and loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.

753-7050 _
Do Not Be Misled
By The Competition.
THE REAL

Mr Tuvedo
Is Now Located In
Center
and Is Associated With
The Images Bridal Shop.

Bel-Air Shopping
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South Pleasant
Grove Club meets
at Taylor home
Delpha Taylor opened her
home for a meeting of South
Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club held Wednesday, Jan. 11, at
1:30 p.m.
The devotion was given by
Clovis Brown. Sixteen members
answered the roll call by expressing what goals they have for this
year.
Linda Workman, president,
presided. The recent Calloway
County Homemakers' Council
meeting was discussed by Mrs.
Workman and Sandra Gallimore.
A total of 55 poinsettias were
sold by county club members in
November and December. The
State Homemakers' meeting will
be May 1, 2 and 3 at the Executive West, Louisville.
Games were led by Mrs.
Brown.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Taylor and Freda
Humphreys.
the club will meet Wednesday,
Feb. 8, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
of Donna Jackson.,
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Jan. 25
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include ARK & WOW/5 p.m , Choir
practic•/6:30 p m.; Outreach
Committee/7:30 p.m
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Crafts & Fellowship/9 a m. and
Teen Life/7 p.m./Gleason Hall; MSU
Housewarming party/Newman Hall.
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9.30 a.m.;
Bible Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater 'Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6.30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study,
College/Career Bible Study, Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include RAs, GM, Prayer Service/7
p.m.; Choir rehearsal/8 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m_
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Children's Music, Grades
1-6/3:45 p.m.; Koinonia Kids, Grades
K-4/5 p.m.; Adult Handbell/6:15 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Fellowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Youth Prime Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:30 p.m.
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First Christian Church events include
FFC/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6:10 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Administrative Board of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church/7
p.m.
Murray High School Tiger Boys
Basketball Team - plays 7:45 p.m. in
Region I Tournament at Heath.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.

Thursday, Jan. 26
Murray City Council/5 30 p.m "Murray
City Hall.
Murray Board of Education called
meeting/7 p.m./board office.
United We Stand America, Murray.
Calloway County/Kentucky Chapter/7
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Dr. Christopher Browning of Tacoma. Wash./speaking/7.30 p.m /Freed
Curd Auditorium, Collins Building, Murray State. Free lecture Reception/4
p m./Room 101.
USDA Commodities distributed 8
a m. to 3 p.m./Calloway County Road
Department.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Hazel Adult Farmer Class/7
p.m./Dees Bank of Hazel.
Calloway County Athletic Boosters/
5:30 p.m./office of Calloway County
Board of Education.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center open 8. a m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Court
Square/8:30-11:30 a.m. and 1230-3
p.m.
TOPS KY #469 Chapter/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Library
Annex.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m.lat

800 North 20th St, Murray. Info/Joan.
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
Eastwood Baptist Church to hear Dr.
Lee Roberson/10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m. and
R.C.I.A./7 p.m./both at Gleason Hall.
Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Calloway County High School Junior
Varsity and Freshman Girls play
basketball games at Marshall County/6
p.m.
Murray High School .Tiger Girls play
basketball games at Ca‘lisle County/6
p.m.
Racer Athletic Association/5:30
p.m./Sporty's Grill.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1,800-935-7700.

A
411*Jai
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post *6291 and its Ladies Auxiliary had a
recent party at the National Guard Armory on Coldwater Road, Murray.
Pictured, from left, are front row, Marzee Whiteside, e6291 VAVS representative, DAythel Turley, Post 6291 commander, Jim Dismore, First
District Aide de Camp, Paul Nixon, First District Commander; back row,
M.L. Whiteside, Post 6291 Service Officer, Carol Turley, #6291 Ladies
Auxiliary president, Evelyn Dismore, state publicity chairman, and Mrs.
Paul Nixon.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie T. Young

Couple will be married
for 67 years on Jan. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie T. Young of the Coldwater Community will
observe their 67th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Jan. 28.
The couple was married Jan. 28, 1928, by Judge J.J. Thompson at
Paris, .Tenn.
Their attendants were Sell and Jenny Darnell Black who were also
married on this date.
Mrs. Young is the former Era Mac Hill, daughter of the late Landie
and Evie Hill. Mr. Young is the son of the late John and Edna Young.
No formal celebration is planned.

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & nanny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

753-0489

•

--LCADRPET (itt FLOOR COVER.DIC
Corne...Sse Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Years installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Sales & Installation

753-7728
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New Items
Arriving Daily
• Pewter • Primitive
• Herb Wreaths & More
Open Wed.-Sat. 10-4

By Way of the Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
I Iwy 121 S. to Old Salem Rd

Kappas give donation
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Sarah and Sam are two Terrier/Schnauser mix puppies being held by
Marilyn at the Calloway County Animal Shelter. They are part of a litter
of five babies, so sweet, loving and especially friendly, Marilyn said.
Many people have called the shelter asking for puppies that will remain
small. It is very rare that the Shelter has such a dog. If you want such a
dog, please come by the shelter on East Sycamore Street off South
Fourth Street between 1 and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4
p.m. on Saturday and fill out an adoption application for one of these
very special pups. The Animal Shelter is an agency of United Way.
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Sherry Bone, second right, executive director of Rape Crisis Center
located in Weaks Community Center, Murray, accepts a check for
$1,000 from Sondra Barnett, second left, treasurer of Kappa Department
pf Murray Woman'S Club. This was from proceeds from the annual Kappa Tour of Homes held in December. Also pictured are Kappa members,
Jeanette Fain, left, and Sue Allison, right. The Kappas expressed appreciation to Lynn Houston, J.D. and Ann Williams, Dale and Donna Brunswick, and Franklin and Carolyn Carroll for opening their homes for this
special annual fund-raising event.
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Racer Athletic
Association
Meeting

•THE PUBI,IC IS INVITED TOATTEND

Fed Up With
High Checking
Fees?
Kentucky owned Republic Bank welcomes
your business! Open a Carefree Checking
account — $100 minimum & NO service charge.

FREE CHECKS!
efof 200 basic Republic design

REPUBLIC
&Trust
BANK Company

offering...
A new choice!
'Birds of all ages
-Best prices
•Emu chicks
hatching now
'References available
Phone: Joe Kaelin
--- 002)042294161 Owensboro, Ky.

•

•

•

Village Plaza • So. Fulton. Tn. • (901) 479-2550

Emu, Ostrich and Kaelin Ranch
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cess," said Janet Blythe, bazaar
committee chairman.
In addition to the sale, the
bazaar will feature a chili lunch,
a book sale, health screening,
community displays and information from the Fire/Rescue and
Emergency Medical Training
Branch, Blythe said.
One of the highlights of the
event will be performances by
local gospel groups, The Calvary
Connection of Paducah, Gospel
Voice of Kevil and Reunion of
Gilbertsville.
The school, one of 17 stateoperated technical schools in the
Kentucky Tech System, is located
on Highway 62 West, Paducah.
Donations for the bazaar can be
left at the school or can be made
by calling Blythe at
1-502-554-4991.

A New Frontier
In Farming

GRILL
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All proceeds from the sale will
go to the West Kentucky. State
Technical School Foundation, a
nonprofit organization which
helps support the programs and
activities at. the technical school.
Items already donated for the
sale include large and small
appliances, computer equipment,
clothing, toys and televisions.
"We've been really pleased with
the response so Gar, but we hope
others will donate one or two
items to really make this a suc-

Does Your Heart Good.

Thursday • January 26
5:30 p.m. at...

Mrs.

PADUCAH — Donations are
being accepted now for West
Kentucky State Technical
School's first "Come Out of the
Cold" bazaar to be held Saturday,
Feb. 18. This will include several
activities at an indoor sale.

Member FDIC
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentuck%
759-1630

John W. Nix
Chief Operating Officer

Open 6 days a week,Saturdays 9- 12
Free checks offer good through 2/28/95
.
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Sports News

MURRAY

TRENTON, N.J. (AP)- The United
States may pull its team out of the Pan
Am Games because of unacceptable
playing conditions in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. USA Baseball said it was
worried about player safety and would
decide by mid-February whether to
send a team to the games.

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

Big Jeff
exposes
Racers'
insides
Jell Johnson had any
t. ahout his choice of
he slam dunked
:Lem Monday night in

•

•

Johnson, Tennessee State's
!Rik -built 6-9 center, chose
Fig:!rs over Murray State
1,0
ago and saved
ion,e11 a lot of pine time.
1:1 Monday's 78-75 win
0., or the Racers, Johnson
24 points and pulled
12 rebounds on a
nint \Olen he played 38 of
..aNi..st minutes in
Had h.. chose Murray
Johnson's line might
hke this on Monday
2 points, 1 rebound,
As a Tiger, Johnson hit
12 ot his 14 shots and basihad his way with the
-1 guess you could
that," Johnson said with
hu;e. Racer-eating grin on
Just so nobody mistakes
on for former Raceri.klicr Carlos Rogers, Johnson
26 career points in
-.farts against MSU.
into Monday night's
Ile said aftewards that the
ii he scored a career2i points (lie also
24 against Bryan Colthat he rested on

.••

haNe to guard
An•shody,- said Johnson, who
as it he might be
in; out to jog a few
Lo eel • a workout- in.
11 Murray and TSU play a
k4.1- -on-lour game, the Racers
:.!oing away. UnfortunateVC commissioner Dan
iii:sr.ts on playing with
.porisinariship and five-a-side.
.oach Scott Edgar
ad alterwards that he
l.c.n'i have an inside game.
e grumbled that the
don't have an inside
Members of the media
ha%
Led on the Racer
game.
an you judge that
s 1i ii ‘ou have not seen?
Iii Miiiida.v • Murray
big guys - Dwayne
Vuennon Echols, Matt
Ham.,
played a total of
11,inate-s.
ii the I irst half of MonIi. n s gime. Edgar replaced
in,:lie.tive Davis with
J.liols and then Harris.
P.etore 'picking up his sectind
foul. L. hots hit a jump 'hook
roin eight feet out. Before
hi., night was through in the
fir,t half. Harris canned a
1-pointer from the top of .the
ke.
In all, the 6-11 Echols
.ind [he 6-7 Harris were
2-Ior-2 with five points in
the first half. Neither played
in the second half.
‘.\ ho knows? Echols may
lia‘c been on the verge of
an Anioni-e. Teague-like performance. Hams' trey may
ha% e been the first of many.
In fact, the Echols-Harris
tandem matched the William
Moore-Greg Anderson duo
with live. points. However,
Ezhols-Ilarris combined for
12 minutes, while MooreAnderson spent 44 minutes
on the floor.
Davis, a 6-8, 231-pound
junior, made a token appear...*•11•14111•11110••••••••
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• BASKETBALL: Boys Ali-A Regional - Heath
Mayfield vs Christian Fellowship - 6 p m
Murray vs St Mary - 7 45 p m

'Bama pulls upset of Arkansas
Alabama ends
Hogs' streak
By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
- Arkansas' shooting was consistent. Bad, but consistent:
12-of-34 in the first half,
13-of-36 in the second.
Corliss Williamson, a 59 percent shooter from the field, made
3-of-9 in the first half and 4-of-9
in the second half. Scotty Thurman, a 50 percent shooter, hit
3-of-8 in each half.

And nobody picked up the
slack for the ninth-ranked
Razorbacks.
The result was predictable Alabama 88, Arkansas 70. It was
the first loss for Arkansas (15-4,
4-3) in Walton Arena, their home
for the past two seasons, and
ended a 26-game home winning
streak. It was their worst home
loss since 74-52 to Missouri in
1967-68.
Clint McDaniel, the only other
Razorback averaging in double
figures this year, was 1-of-6.
Alex Dillard made l'-of-5;
Dwight Stewart 3-of-11. Corey
Beck took only three shots.
"It was one of those nights,
we just couldn't get them to

fall," Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said. "Guys- who
needed to shoot the ball in the
hole for us didn't."
For Alabama (13-4, 4-2), Jamal
Faulkner made 8-of-9 in the first
half and Eric Washington hit
7-of-9 in the second half. Faulkner scored 16 in the first half as
Alabama built a 42-33 lead.
Washington's outburst included
4-of-5 3-pointers and 19 points in
the second half.
The Crimson Tide made
33-of-62. "Any time you shoot
the ball on the road like they shot
it, you're going to win,"
Richardson said.
Washington made 1 -of-6 in the
first half, but he hit several big

shots in the final 20 minutes.
Arkansas' only run - eight in
"I told him to go in and keep a row - included two baskets
shooting and he would break out each by Thurman and Williamson
of it," Alabama coach David and narrowed the Alabama lead
Hobbs said.
to 54-46. It was 56-48 when
"He was hitting them from
Davor - Rimac forced a pass and
places I didn't think he would
Washington got loose for a fasteven take them and at times when bre4 basket. McDaniel threw it
I didn't even think he would away and Washington was
attempt them," Richardson said. uncontested on a rebound basket.
Arkansas' last lead was 13-11, Thurman committed an offensive
and the last of six ties was at 19 foul and Washington nailed a 3
each. Marvin Orange's driving for a 15-point advantage.
layup started an 11-0 run that put
Washington hit a 3-pointer for
Alabama in front 30-19.
a 66-54 lead and another one to
Richardson was hit with a
make it 74-61.
technical as the half ended and
"We're disappointed and disthat enabled Alabama to start the gusted," Williamson said. "Their
second half with Washington's
free throw and 3-pointcr.
• See Page 11A

Hyper Calloway
sprints by Flash
for 83-59 victory
Beach leads
Lady Lakers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After watching his Lady Lakers' relentless assault on Tuesday
night, Calloway County coach
Pete O'Rourke said, jokingly,
"It's the Powerade."
If the official game drink of
the Lady Lakers was the cause of
all the hyperactiveness, then Farrah Beach drank more than her
share.
Beach narrowly missed reaching a triple-double on Tuesday,
scoring a game-high 23 points,
dishing out 11 assists and pulling
down nine rebounds. In all, it led
to an 83-59 win over Lone Oak.

LADY LAKERS 83, Lone Oak 59
13 35 45 - 59
26 SO 66 - 83
LONE OAK (59)
Sanders 17. Sieele 14. Edwards 6. Carroll 5. Ragland 5. Johnson 4. Phelps 4, Roberts 2 TOTALS:
FG-A 24-59 Three-point 0-0 FT-A 11-16.
Rebounds 24 Record 2-11
CALLOWAY (83)
Beach 23, Holland-21. Wisehan 16, Johnson 8. Ygo
5. Herndon 3 Maness 3, SlubMeheld 2. Wilson 2
TOTALS IC-A 29-67 Three-poird 6-13 (Holland 5,
Yoo) FT-A,19-27 Rebounds 32 (Beach 9) Record
7-7

LONE OAK
CALLOWAY

Lone Oak (2-11) never had a
chance Tuesday night, despite
jumping out to a 9-7 lead in the
first quarter.
Beginning with a Linda Stubblefield putback and ending with
a pair of Molly Wischart buckets,
Calloway went on a 9-0 run to
graba.16-9 lead with 3:09 to play
in the first quarter.
Later, the Lady Lakers capped
the quarter .with an 870 run to
push the lead to 26-13. Calloway
led by double-digits the rest of
night.
Calloway's active press disrupted the inexperienced Lady
Flash, giving the Lady Lakers
numerous
fastbreaks
opportunities.
"I like a quick-paced game,"
O'Rourke said. "I think the kids
like to run and Farrah does a nice
job of getting the ball up the
floor."
When Calloway had to work in
the half-court, Stephanie Holland
was ready - usually behind the

"We told Farrah she had to
take charge," O'Rourke said of
the senior point guard. "She was
sick the night before at Mayfield,
and made some mistakes, so we
needed a big game from her
tonight."
Calloway moved to .500 for
the first time since early in the
season, taking their record to 7-7.
-It's been a struggle to get to
.500," the Lady Laker coach said.
"We challenged the kids last
night. We got a good win at Mayfield and we told them that a
good team wins back-to-back
• See Page 11A
games."

San Diego secondary
braces for Rice & Co.
By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP)- Jerry Rice has
beaten them before. So has John
Taylor and Brent Jones, The San
Diego Chargers are hoping for a
different outcome in the Super
Bowl, with the emphasis on hope.
"We watched a lot of film and
we have a plan," San Diego safety Darren Carrington said Tuesday. "We worked some things
out and changed some things."
The Chargers know they're
done for Sunday if Rice and company repeat their effort of Dec.
14, when Steve Young had one of
his five 300-yard passing games
in the 49.crs' 38-15 win.
Rice caught 12 passes for 144
yards, 3 yards shy of his team
record, and Taylor and Jones
combined for eight catches, 101
yards and two touchdowns in the
Chargers' worst loss of the
season.
"It just.secnis11,1i)ce they werc
unstoppable," San Diego cornerback Dartien Gordon said. "We

called everything we had, blitzes,
man coverages, all the zones. We
couldn't stop them. I think it was
just a lack of intensity. We didn't
play as hard as we're going to
play. It's just a matter of going
out and playing harder."
Carrington said the Chargers
have little - room for error and
can't allow San Francisco's
receivers to run too far after the
catch.
"I think we played a little too
soft in the zones and they picked
us apart, basically," Carrington
said. "We have to be more physical and tighten up. I don't think
you're going to stop'em corn.
pletely. What you want to do is
contain 'cm and not let 'cm make
any big plays on us."
And well they should, because
as good as San Francisco's
receiving trio was in the regular
season, their history is to be even
bettg.,in the postscason.
Ms. a tight end who has

I Pippen tosses chair
Pippen outburst
leads to ejection
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer

CHICAGO (AP) - Scottie
Pippen goaded a referee, got
ejected and threw a chair. He
left the United Center after the
third quarter, and probably
laces a suspension and fine.
Unfortunately for Pippen's
Chicago Bulls, David Robinson
- the other superstar in attendance Tuesday night - didn't
leave the arena until after he
carried the San Antonio Spurs
to a 104-102 overtime victory.
Robinson made two free
throws with six-tenths of a second left in regulation to send
the game into overtime at
93-93. He then scored 9 of the
Spurs' 11 points in the extra
period, capped by his layup
with 1.7 seconds to go.
Robinson, -whosk -16-foot
jumper tied the game with 6.1

seconds left in overtime, scored
the winning basket after going
around Will Perdue to steal Jud
Buechler's inbounds pass.
"1 didn't want to foul, but I
thought I could get my hand on
it," said Robinson, who finished with 30 points. "It was a
key for us and we were lucky to
get out of here with a win."
Buechler, playing only
because Pippen wasn't, was disappointed by the sudden turn.
"It's hard for me to swallow,". Buechler said. "I was
the passer and I'll take the
responsibility. But David
Robinson is a great player, and
great players make great
plays."
Only if they're in the game to
make them.
"I tried to think of the team.
I knew we needed Scottie,"
said Chicago's B.J. Armstrong,
who. unsuccessfully tried to
keep Pippen from going after
referee Joe Crawford. "But he
had a point to make. Whatever
that point was, I'm sure he got
it across."

11 See Page 11A
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STEVE PARKER/edger 8 Times photo

Calloway County senior Farrah Beach glides through the air to finish off a fastbreak in the Lady Lakers'
83-59 win over Lone Oak, Tuesday night in Jeffrey Gymnasium.

•

Pippen got it across, all right.
All the way across the United
Center.
Crawford said Pippcn tried
on consecutive San Antonio
possessions to get a 3-second
violation called against the
Spurs.
Crawford said that the second
time, with 2:56 left in the first
half, "He screamed, 'Three seconds!' I knew he was doing it
for my benefit, so I whacked
him with a 'T.' He went nuts,
so I threw him out of the
game."
Even more irate after being
ejected, Pippen ran to the Bulls'
nench area, grabbed a chair,
lifted it over his head with both
hands and threw it across the
court.
Robinson, meanwhile, continues to lead the Spurs to
excellence.
He shook off 2-of-10 firsthalf shooting to go 9-of-13 after
intermission. He also had 9
rebounds, 5 assists, 4 steals and.
4 blocked Shots:
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UMass romps over
hapless Duquesne

Sports Briefs
MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL

Lady Lakers improve record to 20-0
Calloway County's 8th grade girls improved to 20-0 Tuesday night with a 56-35 win over Lone Oak. Becky Greene
led Calloway with 18 points while Jessica Norsworthy had
13. Other scorers were Tiffany White, Kiki Cunningham and
Brooke Lencki, all with six points; Sabrina Emerson with
five and Jenni Pigg with two.

Murray drops two games to Benton
Murray dropped a middle school girls-boys doubleheader to
Benton Tuesday, falling 36-20 in the girls game and 43-29
in the boys contest.
The Lady Tigers fell to 0-9 with their loss. Robin Myhill
led Murray with 10 points, while Ashley Dunn had four,
Nikki Noonan had three, Shannon Beddome scored two and
Lindsay Lawson contributed one.
Murray's boys dropped to 3-6 with their setback. Markise
Hammonds led the Tigers with 14 points wIltie Thurman
Foster had five, Shane Andrus and Michael Parker contributed four each and Brian Settle scored two.

7th grade Lady Lakers top Murray
Calloway County's 7th grade girls' "White" team moved to
7-0 on the season wit a 38-14 win over Murray Friday.
For Calloway, Kiki Cunningham had 21 points followed by
Jenni Pigg, seven; Miriam Rogers, four; and Christi McCuiston, Regan Mortan and Misty Bogard, two. For Murray,
Lindsay Lawson had five points, Misty Starks had three and
Ashley Dunn, Amanda Howard and Liz Stockard all had two.

Calloway sweeps North Marshall
Calloway County's 8th grade boys and girls teams swept North
Marshall at home Monday night.
In the girls game, Calloway claimed a 45-27 win to move to 19-0
on the year. Becky Greene and Brooke Lencki tossed in 10 points
each while Jessica Norsworthy had nine and Kalista Cunningham
added eight.
Calloway squeezed out a 34-30 win in the boys game. Payton
Patterson led the Lakers with 14 points while Austin Wyatt had 13.
The teams play tonight at Lone Oak.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Davis introduced as Hurricanes coach
MIAMI (AP) - Butch Davis, Dallas' defensive coordinator
for the past two seasons, was introduced as the new coach
at the University of Miami.
Davis, 43, was Miami's defensive line coach under Jimmy
Johnson from 1984 to 1988 and followed Johnson to the
Cowboys in 1989. He replaces Dennis Erickson, who left to
coach the the Seattle Seahawks.
Davis accepted a five-year contract that will guarantee him
almost $700,000 a year, the Fort Worth Star-Telegram
reported. The deal includes a $1 million end-of-contract
bonus and an additional year of salary for every year the
Hurricanes might spend on NCAA probation.

PRO'FOOTBALL

Switzer fined $5,000 for bumping ref
DALLAS (AP) - Dallas coach Barry Switzer will be
fined $5,000 for bumping an official during the fourth quarter of the Cowboys' loss at San Francisco in the NFC title
game.
NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue informed the Cowboys
of the decision by fax, league spokesman Greg Aiello told
The Dallas Morning News.

he makes the catch, it seems like
they've been for touchdowns all
year long."
Rice, who had a career-best
112-reception. season, holds a
Super Bowl record with three
receiving scores in a 55-10 win
over Denver following the 190
season. The year before, he was
the Super Bowl MVP after making 11 catches for a record 215
yards in a 20-16 victory over
Cincinnati. Taylor won that
game, also played at Joe Robbie
Stadium, with what has become
his signature catch, a 10-yarder
from Joe Montana with 34 seconds left.

III Calloway...
FROM PAGE 10A
three-point line.
Holland, a junior guard, hit
5-of-9 three pointers and finished
with a career-high 21 points in a
shooting display that energized
the Lady Lakers and demoralized
the Flash.
"Holland hit the open shots
and that got our inside-outside
game going," O'Rourke
explained. "Once we get the outside game going, our inside game
falls into place."
Wischart was most of the
inside game on Tuesday, scoring
16 points and pulling down eight
rebounds. Kylie Johnson came
off the bench to score eight

No. 1 Minutemen
solidify ranking
with 103-53 win
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP)- Massachusetts coach John Calipari
returned home for his grandmother's pasta, a reunion with his
college buddies and a victory that
may have convinced any doubters
that his Minutemen deserve to be
No. I.
Marcus Camby scored 23
points as Massachusetts, turned
loose its full-court trapping
defense to outscore Duquesne
40-14 over the final 11V2 minutes
of the first half en route to a
103-53 rout Tuesday night.
Calipari, a Pittsburgh native,
was pleased how the Minutemen
responded to their worst-played
game of the season, an uninspiring one-point victory over
Temple at home last Saturday.
"I'm not looking at us being
No. 1, I'm looking at us getting
better, and we got better in this
game," Calipari said. "We took

a step back in the second half
against Temple. It didn't matter
who we played, we were going to
play well. It wasn't Duquesne, it
was us."
The Minutemen (14-1, 6-0
Atlantic 10) forced 14 first-half
turnovers - eight by rattled
freshman forward Matt Curley to turn a 12-all tie into a 52-26
halftime lead while shooting 63
percent for the half.
"We played hard with emotion
and intensity and we hit the
glass," Calipari said. "We talked
about playing together and with a
lot of camaraderie. If we can continue to get better, then we're
scary."
Calipari isn't worried if a loss
or a change of heart by the voters
drops Massachusetts out of its
No. 1 ranking.
"If people think they're better
than us, let them vote that way
because eventually we'll have to
play them," Calipari said referring to No. 2 Connecticut.
What worries Duquesne coach
John Carroll is his fading Dukes,
losers of five straight, still must
play at Massachusetts.
"They're potentially a Final
Four team," he said.

1-502-759-4578

To report local news call 753-1916

Super Bowl Party Time
Remember...Don't Drink and Drive!
Prices Good Thru Jan. 3

Jim Beam
4 Yr. Old

KEGS IN STOCK

$799

Bud & Bud Lt.........$66.51
Miller Lt.
Michelob & Mich. Lt

750 ml

Busch

Kahlua
Statue

Killian Red

rri'15.99
Crown Royal
175 L'41.38
750

'24.68
Cutty Sark
750.s15.99

1.75 L

didn't do well on Monday
was shoot free throws. A 67
percent free throw shooter,
Johnson was 0-for-2 from the
line on Monday.
Does Murray State win in
Nashville Monday if Echols
and Harris each play 18
minutes? Can't say. But
watching Echols and Harris
bang inside would have been
better than watching five
guys dribbling into each
other outside the 3-point
line.
On Monday, Murray State
will beat a benchless TSU
squad in Racer Arena to
even the series at 1-1 on
the season. But a neutral
floor, like the one the two
teams will play on in March
to decide the OVC Tournament champion, is a concern
right now for the Racers.
Murray State will need an
inside game to beat either
Tennessee Tech with 7-1
center Lorenzo Coleman or
Johnson and the Tigers.
The Racers have an inside
game, but coaches, players
and fans have done a good
job of convincing themselves
they don't.

points.
Calloway ran off to a 50-35
lead at halftime and led 66-45 by
the start of the fourth quarter.
The Lady Lakers shot 29-of-67
from the floor and hit 6-of-13
three-pointers, all while outrebounding Lone Oak 32-24.
Calloway's next game will be
Friday night when they host
Reidland for homecoming in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
• In junior varsity action, Calloway picked up a 45-42 win
over Lone Oak. Stephanie Ward
led the way with 12 points, six
rebounds and four steals. Cassie
Maness and Patricia Greer each
had seven points.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Red Dog
Milwaukees Best

Jim Beam
4 Yr Old

$799

$64.97
$69.93
$61.29
$64.94
$64.67
$46.65

750 ml

George
Dickel
'9.98
Seagram Gin
'8.18
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Martini & Rossi
Asti
750 m

'10.99

Bud & Bud

J&B Scotch
.75L '30.85

Lt.
Suitcase '15.39

Miller Lite
Sjicase '15.39
Busch &
Busch Lt.

Michelob
6pi, '3.99

White Horse

Old

Scotch

Milwaukee
12p, '4.90

,,.'13.39

Coors Lt.
12 Pk 7.99

Red Dog
$3.99

Colt 45
¶2 ph 85.99

Red Wolf
603.99

Pabst
,2 pi, '5.99
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1.75 L S2

Canadian
LTD
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ALL PREMIUM CIGARETTES

s1.39 /Pack
Surgeon General's Warning: OJOling
smoking now greatly reduces serious
risks to your health.

West Wood Wines & Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
WEST WOOD STREET, HWY. 54 & 69 • PARIS, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • MasterCard • American Express • Discover

•Alabama...
that much sweeter."
Alabama's lead was never less
than eight in the second half.
"In the dressing room, I had tg

remind our team of the good
times we've had on the road
when we'iie won on someone
else's floor, like at Missouri, at
Kentucky _and so many others,"
,Richatd&on.

imenca

THE

FAMIlYCll

Where Families Grov% Strong ii );;ether

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

STUDENTS OF THE MONTH

(next to Century 21)

• JANUARY•

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
Tuesday's Games
New York 105, Portland 99
Orlando 110. Boston 97
Mani 107. Indiana 96
Detroit 116. Philadelphia 105
Phoenix 100, !Minnesota 85
San Antonio 104. Chicago 102. OT
Houston 115 Milwaukee 99
&Frame 111, Denver 89
New Jersey '06. Golden State 93
Sacramento 110, Dallas 109, 201
Wednesday's Games
L A Clippers at Boston. 630 pm
Milwaukee at Philadelphia, 630 pm
Atlanta at Charlotte. 6 30 p m.
Sacramento at Utah. 8 p m
New Jersey at LA Lakers. 930 pm
Thursday's Gems,
LA Clippers at New York, 630 pm
Golden State at Washington. 6 30 p m
Cleveland at Atlanta. 6 30 p m
Portland at Detroit, 6 30 p m
Phoenix at Indiana, 6 30 pm
Chicago at Orlando. 7 pm.
Houston at San Antonio. 7 30 p m
Utah at Seattle. 9 p m

NBA GLANCE
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L. Pct.
Orlando
33 8 805
New Yod
25 13 658
Now Jersey
16 26 381
Boston
15 25 375
Marrs
13 26 333
Philadelphia
12 27 .308
10 27 270
Washington
Central Division
Cleveland
25 14 641
24 15 615
Charlotte
Indiana
23 16 .590
Chicago
20 20 500
Atlanta
17 22 .436
15 24 .385
Mikvaukee
Detroit
12 25 324
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pct.
Utah
Houston
24 14 632
San Antonio
23 14 622
Denver
18 21 462
16 22 421
Dallas
Minnesota
9 30 231
Pscific Division
Phoenix
8 795
31
Sea Fe
28 9 757
L A Lakers
24 13 649
Sacramento
23 16 590
Portland
20 18 .526
Goldin Stale
11 25 306
IA Cippers
6 34 150

ADULT

GB
6-7.
176
176
19
20
21
2
5,4
8
10
12
GB
4-7.
5
11
126
20
2
6
8
106
106
254

Kelli Robertson
AGE; 23
D.O.B.: 5/18/71

411
411
.91

Hobbies are piano, writing, reading,
and sewing.
Favorite part of the Tae Kwon Do is
learning new forms and new kicks.
Future goals with Tae Kwon Do is to
obtain a Third Dan Black Belt.

.41

JUNIOR
.0

SAVE MONEY
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarlerty service
every three months fully guaranteed???
e also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections

FROM PAGE 10A
defense was very good, but we
were missing a lot of easy layups
throughout the game. There are
no excuses for missing layups."
"It's really nice to say that we
tare the first time to beat Arkansas
at their house," Jason Caffey
said. "Add to that, beating the
-•• national champions, it- MAO& ii

"Have A Ball In College"
•Bobbie Weatherly. Owner•
Murray, KY

Absolut

•Racers'insides...
FROM PAGE 1.0A
ance in the second half and
picked up a loose ball for
his only touch of the half.
On several occassions,
Davis had Johnson posted up
(Johnson must have been
shocked), but none of the
four Racer guards would
look at him. So Davis probably doesn't score on Johnson, but maybe Johnson
reachesin and commits a
silly foul. Maybe Johnson,
out of shear surprise to see
the ball in the paint, pushes
Davis.
On offense, Johnson hit
two nice jump-hooks in the
first half and then spent the
rest of the night dunking on
five Racers who weren't sure
who was supposed to guard
him.
Racer defensive specialist
Fred Walker got assigned to
Johnson for one stretch, but
Walker (6-5, 200 pounds)
gives up five inches and 60
pounds to Johnson and was
needed on Monty Wilson.
At least with the EcholsHarris-Davis combination, the
Racers have 15 fouls to give
and the only thing Johnson

College Sports Marketing

A martial art;

•Rice...
FROM PAGE 10A
joined the wideouts as a big-play
threat, has a team-high eight
receptions, including his fifth
career postseason TD catch, in
the two playoff victories that got
San Francisco to its fifth Super
Bowl.
He had a career-high nine
touchdown catches during the
regular season, including a
69-yarder that along with one
from Rice was the team's longest
completion of the campaign.
"Brent Jones has been a bigplay guy this year," Young said.
"They're double teaming him,
putting people on him, but when

11A
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_omplete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
'.Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVED

-.MN=

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Notching
"Sorving You Since 1963"

Phone 753-6433

Murray, Ky.

Zachary Parker
AGE: 14
D.O.B.: 10/9/80
Son of Mr. Max & Mrs. Gail Parker.
Hobbies are building, swimming,riding
horses, and Tae Kwon Do.
Favorite part of Tae Kwon Do is forms.
Future goals with Tae Kwon Do are to
become a Black Belt and further.
Marl hill
the I !Innate Uorkout for the 114A & the Ihrult.

Call sow! Tg

(502) 753-6111
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Stick Chili
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Bologna or Meat
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16 oz. pkg.
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Fresh Green 18 Size Bunch

Gallon
Jug

l•wrldrits.
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Kraft American
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dip
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Prairie Far

MIT

SOUR CREAnitl OR
ONION DIP
8 Oz.

16 Oz. Bottle

6 Oz. Bag

$

1
89
12 oz.-I2 pk.

Pepsi
Product
NMI

Nabisco Premium AU Varieties

DIET PEPSI, PEPSI,"
MT. DEW, DIET MT. DEW

CRACKERS
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-OLEO
Lb. Carton

8 Oz. Bottle

Effective Dates:
Jan. 25-31
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Mrs. Ruby H. Crain
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Browning to speak about Holocaust

Mrs. Ruby H. CraM, 81, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Tuesday. Jan. 24, 1995, at 8:18 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Her husband. Bruce Crain,.two sisters, one brother, and her parents,
Luther Hite and Dora Carneal Hite, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two granddaughters, Amanda Crain and Laura
Owens, both of Chattanooga, Tenn.; four sisters, Mrs. Mable Patten
and Mrs. Bertha Thompson, Paducah, Mrs. Gertrude Savage, Roseville, Mich., and Mrs. Geraldine Krzyzewski, St. Clair Shores,Mich.; one
great-grandchild; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. J. Michael Elliott will officiate. Burial
will follow in Palestine Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

F.N. Howard
F.N. Howard, 81, of Glendale, Calif., died Monday, Jan. 23, 1995,
at his home.
Mr. Howard was retired from Western Union.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Sarah Elizabeth Overbey Howard,
who is the daughter of the late L.M. Overbey Sr. and Mattie Wallis
Overbcy of Murray.
Also surviving are one son, No!den Howard, three granddaughters,
and one great-grandson, all of California.
Funeral arrangements were not announced.

Nuns fight for school
b.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nuns who run Louisville's oldest
continuously operating high
school have reopened negotiations with Spalding University in
an effort to keep Presentation
Academy from closing for financial reasons.
Supporters of the school raised
more than $750,000 in less than a
week after the Sisters of Charity
of Nazareth announced last week
that negotiations for a merger had
broken down and said Presentation would close at the end of the

school year.
Sister Susan Gatz, a spokeswoman for the religious order, said
"the generous financial outpouring of the Louisville community
has opened up new options for
looking at the original proposal"
from Spalding.
As part of the proposed merger, Spalding had requested payment to cover $470,000 worth of
needed repairs and other costs
to forgive a $281,000 debt
at Presentation owed the order.

Richmond residents rescued
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Two Richmond residents who
were headed to the Virgin Islands
aboard a 40-foot sailboat were
back on dry land following a
rescue by the U.S. Coast Guard.
Mark.Cole and Thomas Stier
along with three other crew members were aboard the yacht Mirage about 360 miles east of
Savannah, Ga., when they were
caught in a storm and began

foundering Monday night.
The Coast Guard received a
mayday from the crew around 9
p.m. EST.
A Coast Guard helicopter from
Elizabeth City, N.C., made the
rescue.
• Cole and Stier were the only
Kentuckians aboard. Stier, reached in Wilmington, N.C., on Tuesday, declined to comment.

Inmate accused of killing
Dahmer enters insanity plea
PORTAGE, Wis. (AP) — A
judge has ruled that a convicted
murderer is competent to stand
trial on charges of killing Jeffrey
Dahmer and another prison
inmate.
After the decision Tuesday,
Christopher Scarver waived his

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..—..-1.68
DJIA Previous Close..».-3862.70
+ 14
Air Products
A T&
+ 3/s
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton...—. 3434 unc
Bristol Myers Squibb-5914 +
CBT Corp. Ky.•..........22B 23A
• 34
+ 1/4
Dean
+
Ford Motor.......—...-..25'4 + 1/,
General Electric....---.5034 unc
+
General
Goodrich......----..—.4.33/a unc
Goodyear.........--.....--357/1 - 1/1
I B
Ingersoll Rand..........313/4 + 1/1
unc
- 14
K U
unc
• 1/11
LG&
Mattel ......--...„.....2034 • 1/4
McDonalds...—..—.........293/4 unc
unc
Merck
J.C. Penney............-4114 • lie
Peoples First.........181/4B 18,4A
• 1/e
Quaker
ScherIng•Plough.—.—....74 • 34
62 • 1/1
Time Warner.............3534 + 1/4
2934 • 1/4
UST
Wal•Mart...............-.....22 + 34
• Hilliard Lyons is•market maker ill thill
stock.
UNC price uncharged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Add,Vonal
Informat,or
Avarlable
Upon Requital.

611&
HIWARD
DONS

right to a preliminary hearing and
entered an insanity plea. No trial
date was set.
Scarver is charged with bludgeoning Dahmer and wife-killer
Jesse Anderson to death with a
20-inch metal bar while the three
men were on a cleaning detail at
Columbia Correctional
Institution.
Scarver has claimed "God told
me to do it."
Dahmer was serving 16 consecutive life sentences for killing
and sometimes cannibalizing 17
young men and boys.
Scarver, 25, is serving a life
term for shooting a man in the
head three times during a 1990
robbery.

HOG MARKET
Federal Stale Market News Service Jan. 25, 1995
Kentucky hirckue Area Hog Markel Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: AcL 454 EaL SO Barmen I&
Gilts weak to .30 lower Sores unevenly steady 51.00 lower
US 1-2 230-2.4
00
US 1.2 218-2.34
US 2-3 230-260
S36-50.37.00
US 3-4 244-270 lbs.-------S35.50-36.50
Sows
US 1-2 2711-3.4
US 1.3 300-414/
US 1-3 41111425 as.-523.110-24.1111
US 1-3 525 and op lbs.
$2.5 00-27.1111
US 2-3 3011-5111 Ibn
13510.21.01
loan S10.011-111.SO

Chnstopher Browning, whose
book "Ordinary Men" inspired the
theme of a year-long series at
Murray State University on the
Holocaust will give a free public
lecture in the Curd Auditorium of
the Collins Center for Industry and
Technology on Thursday, Jan. 26,
at 7:30 p.m. Preceding his lecture,
the public is invited to meet Browning at a reception from 4 to 5 p.m.,in
room 101 of Faculty Hall.
The series was sponsored by the
MSU College of Humanistic Studies' Forum Committee.
In his lecture. Browning, a his-

Students earn recognition
for academic achievement
According to records from the
data processing office at Murray
State University, a total of 1,021
undergraduate students have earned
recognition on the Dean's list for the
1994 fall semester.
The requirement for the Dean's
List is a grade point average ranging
from 3.5 to a perfect 4.00.
The following students from Calloway County are among those
achieving this honor. Those with
perfect scholastic averages (4.00)
are noted with an asterisk.
Logan Abbiu, "Cynthia Adams, Jason
Adams, Melesa Adams, Kyle Addison, Roger Ainley, Lisa Allen, Barbara Ailing,
"Charity Anderson,Elise Anderson,'Sandra
Anderson, Michael Arnett, *Nadia AttiaO'Bryan, Amy Bailey, Geoffrey Ball,'Wade
Balmer,Jason Barnett, Bryan Bartlett, Holly
Blalock, April Boswell, "Catherine Bright,
'Mary Broughton,"Susan Burcham,"Kenneth Carmode, Paula Cathey, Thomas Centers, Valerie Chapman,*Aimee Clark, Misty
Clark, Stephanie Clere, Mable Cornwell,
Kristi Cowan.
Margaret Dalcerro, Amelia Davis,'Diane
Davis,Melissa Davis,Pamela Dawes,'Charlotte Dawson, Charles Deaton, Christopher
Dill, "Christopher Douglas, Michele Douglas, Mollie Driver, Lon Dunn, Tonya
Edwards,- Lori England, Desiree Enoch,
'Jeffrey Enoch, Melody Enoch, Misty Emstberger, "Jennifer Fairbanks, Sara Fitts,
Robert Geurin, Marianne Gilbert, William
Gradie, Amanda Greer, 'Heather Grogan,
April Haneline, Raymond Hays, Paula
Heilig, "Richard Henley, "Elizabeth Henninger, 'John Henninger, Anita Herndon,
Melissa Hill, &meta Hill, *Selena Hill,
Charles Hoke,Sharyn Hollingsworth, Susan
Hood, 'Barrett Houck, Heather I lughes,
Bridgette Hutson, "John Hutson.
John Jerrels,'Matthew Johnson, Melissa
Johnston,Paula Keller,Shawn Kellie, Becky
Kelso, Sara Klaus, Catherine Krizan,
'Shawn Lamb, Melissa Lamore, 'Susan
Larson,'Lorraine Leggett, Megan Malinauskas, Billy Mathis, 'Mani McClard, Dale
McCallon,Brian McClard,"Tanya McClard,
Shannon McCuiston, 'John McDougal,
Joyce McKee!, "Robyn Meador, "Andrew
Meyers,•Angelia Miller, John Miller, "Ste-

Workers sent
to hospital
PRINCETON, Ky.(AP) — Six
employees of Bremner Inc., a
plant that produces cookies and
crackers, were treated and
released from the hospital after
suffering from carbon monoxide
poisoning.
Chris Burt, human resources
manager for Bremner, said a
:worker was operating a gaspowered forklift in a large cooling room Monday when the
refrigerated area filled with
fumes from the gas engine.
When the operator passed out,
other employees went to his aid
and they too started to feel dizzy,
Burt said.
Four people were treated at the
Caldwell County Hospital and
released. Two others were kept
overnight for observation and
released Tuesday.
Bremner, which has 480
employees, is the nation's largest
private producer of crackers and
cookies. The plant relocated to
Princeton from Louisville several
years ago.

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BETTER HEALTH
DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR—

RELIEF FROM ARTHRITIS
Increasing numbers of the estimated 20
million sufferers of arthritis are turning to
Doctors of Chiropractic for relief. The vast
majority have either osteoarthritis, a
"wear-and-tear disease of joints most
common in those over 50; or rheumatoid
arthritis, characterized by swelling of various joints that occasionally leads to deformities and disability.
The Doctor ofChiropractic usually takes
a multi-pronged approach in treating arthritic conditions,in addition to regular adjUstments which can provide significant relief.
These include carefully programmed mild
exercises, improvement of posture, weight

reduction when indicated, individualized
diet with appropriate nutritional supplements, ultra sound, heat therapy, and
counseling in lifestyle adjustments to alleviate the arthritic pain.
With these approaches, sufferers can
move away from drug dependence toward
more pain-free, less crippling lives.

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
• 753-2962

-

•

tory professor at Pacific Lutheran
University in Tacoma, Wash., will
discuss his book which traces the
lives of men of a reserve police
battalion who helped implement
Hitler's Final Solution. Using testimony taken after the war, he shows
that these middle-aged policemen
killed over 83,000 Jews in 16
months, not out of fear of punishment or of authority, but because of
peer-pressure and the desire to advance their careers. Browning's interpretation of the Final Solution
stirred controversy and was attacked by those who felt that the

Holocaust was unique and that
German anti-semitism was the root
cause, according to Dr. William
Shell,assistant professor of history
at Murray State.
"As the 50th anniversary of the
liberation of the death camps approaches, we see sad evidence of the
truth of Browning's views," Schell
said."There are multiple holocausts
throughout the world. Genocide
tears at the Balkans and Africans,as
ordinary people, seeking to establish new collective identities, commit horrors and unspeakable acts to
'cleanse' themselves of their neighbors from whom they are virtually
indistinguishable.

"The boundary between light and
dark runs through the heart of each
of us, and the capacity for evil
coexists with the capacity for good,"
Schell said. "Only if individuals of
conscience survive and resist the
brutal mass ideologies of the right
and left which our century has
spawned can such ,. outbreaks be
prevented," he said.
Browning received his Ph.D.
from the University of Wisconsin at
Madison. He was awarded the National Jewish Book Award of 1993
for "Ordinary Men: Reserve Police
Battalion 101 and the Final Solution
in Poland." He is also the author of
"The Path to Genocide."

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE!

ven Miller, Dana Mitchell, Barbra Moody,
"Kimberly Moore,Pamela Moore,Stephanie
Mott, 'Melody Myrand, Lesia Nesbitt, Timothy Nolcox, Jeffrey Norswotthy.

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

"Karen °Daniel,"Mark Oakley,'Craig
Olsen, Kan Olson, Wendy Onen, Sheri
Outland, "Regina Peeler, Mary Pentecost,
'Rhonda Perry, "Jessica Peter, Quentin
Prescott, Matthew Price, Jeffrey Rager, Richard Rankin, Tricia Richerson, Lisa Rickman,Joy Roach,Penny Roberts, Rita Robinson, Eric Russell, Christy Scou, Valerie
Shelton, Staci Shipp,'Neal Simmons,"William Snodgrass,"Susan Starts, Pamela Stevens, Elizabeth Stokes,'Leah Stuart, *Brittney Stuart-Falwell, Laura Swain, Andrea
Szemeredy.
"Samuel Taylor,'Pamela Thomas, Brent
Thompson, "Sara Thompson, Amanda Tipton, Teresa Todd,'Gaya Trimble, Jennifer
Turner, 'Melissa Vance, 'Amy Vamer,
'Huffy Waldrop, Sarah Walker, "Alison
Ward, Patricia Ward, Barbara Warner,
"Shelly Weatherford, Vickie Wells, "June
West, Marcia Westphal,'Amy White,Diana
Wicai, Shannon Wilkins, Julie Wilson,
*Sherraine 'Ylitalo, Bradley Young.

Financing Available

Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or more per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

THREE GOOD REASONS TO BANK WITH YOUR HOMETOWN BANK
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6.50 7.00'wr 7.00'
12 MONTH CD

36 MONTH CD

24 MONTH CD

PeoplesBank

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal.
'ANNUAL PERCENTAGE VELD.

Of Murray,Kentucky

6.50%, 7.00% 6, 7.00% aflame January 10, 1995.

NEWER KM

51000 mintanoon depart
Each deposit mooed to 9100000
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PHONE: 767-2265

AFTER
INVENTORY SALE
All In Stock

CARPET
Example
Regular Price
Warehouse Price

Sale Price

-$43:99-ettexa—
$10.99 sq. yd.

All In Stock

Off Already Low Price
Example
Regular Price
Warehouse Price

Sale Price

Close Out On All In Stock
Wallpaper, Borders
and Accessories
Already Discounted Price

JOE SMITH CARPET
(MC, Visa & Discover Accepted)

• --

753-666o
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Top Sirloin
1 79

Oscar Mayer
1 Lb
Reg or Light

I
0

Ground Beef

9

Claussen

Bologna

Lb.

Spears or
Whole

Sliced Free

Lb.

19
$2

Fields I Lb
Vac Pack

Grade 'A Frozen

Turkey Breast

89Lb.

3 Lb
Parkay
Spread
$ 1 29

Lb

$ 1 59

$2
39

Split Breast

‘10

Bacon

Lb.

$ 139

Frying Chicken

•

1-Bone Steak
199

1/2 or Whole

Fields 1 Lb
Classic Wieners
or
Dinner Franks

4

U.S. Choice

Kentuckian Ham

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Pickles

I

Fields Boneless

I Owens Best Family Pack

U.S.D.A. Whole Boneless

C.c

Chinet

90
if

Paper
Plates

12-25 Ct

U.S. Choice

Extra Lean

Round Steak
1 69

Ground Round
Mootown

Kraft
2 Lb

Velveeta
$399

I

I

Snackers

1 99

5 01

Lb.

Lb

4/$5

Boneless $1.89 Lb

$ 1 59

Flav-O-Rich

1*

* *

* SUPERBON
CM=

1/2% Milk
$1 89
Gal.

2 Liter
I Aildrci,,s

Bathroom Tissue
Larsen
15 oz.

Reg. 16 oz.

Sunny Delight

Citrus Punch

64 oz.

Prairie Farm

2% Milk

gal.

Brawny Single Roll

Paper Towels
BBQ Sauce
Ore Ida Fries or
later Tots
Parkay 1 Lb

Margarine
e
Golden Ripe

itTYLOL 4.1
Knit ac CMS
,
10
NIX .210

4. The 'Football Fan Favorites' Sweepstans is being conducted
participating stores in the
Contmental Unired Stales and [Lassen. El rgibility a lensed to adults IS years of age.. older. Employees of the
participating stores, Fleming Companies, den advertising or promotional agencies or anyone engaged in the
development or implementation of the 'Football Fan Favorites' Sweepatakes and then umnedate famil es are not
eligible to win. Void where prohibited by!.... All federaL stme and local laws apply.
S. WINNERS
be notified by certified mail and need not be present to 1.11. Winners may be ecruinn to subm n an
Affidavit of Eligibility and Liability release. Failure to comply with this provision will result in &squalid-urinal and
ars alternate winner will be selected. By accemann of a prise, the somber consents to the use of Ms or ter name and
addrem for the purpose of advertising wohmit additional compensation.

t;ewes C.

• ca, or moo
•

an..

75c

21000 40075

89
99'
$ 1 99
79'

Buy 1 Get 1
28 oz.

FREE

Mac. & Cheese

$ 1 99
I
16 oz.
Kraft 12 oz. Individually Wrapped

Salad Dressing

Dr. Pepper, Diet Dr. Pepper,
7-Up or Diet 7-Up 2 Liter

Cream Cheese 8 oz

With Salsa

White
Seedless

Pringles

Shredded Cheese

2/$3
2/99' Cheese Whiz
PRODUCE
Fresh Crisp

Ketchup 28 oz. Squeeze $1 39

7.5 OZ. 2/$
Kraft 8 Oz. Cheese Chunks or
$ 1 39
8 oz
I
Kraft Assorted

Philadelphia

2 lb.

2/$3

Heinz

129

Cheese & Crackers

Fresh Crisp
Head

10.5 oz.

Snack Chips

14 oz.

$ 1 99

Sunny Delight

$229

Citrus Punch

99'
99'
$ 1 99

Totino Asst. Variety

Owens Famous
9 Pc. Fried

CA5-58

Kraft

Singles

Kraft

6

VOW IF SOLO,11.4115/PIRED, OP NEPOOIRICED

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER TIIAN SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1995

Sour Cream

Kraft

on ONE 32 ca. or larger jar al affy
KRAFT* Mayonnaise Product or any MIRACLE we
Product
116655

3. Winners ekcred at each participating sine(on (I)per participating store) isdi mot or I !vlsg,ruivoa 27'Stereo
Color MonainfReceiver Model li1S2760C, average retail ..It ssoo.00. NOT INCLUDED: Any Federal, nate, or
local taus. Such taxes are the nob responsibility of the *inner.), Pnres must be accepted as described above. No
substitution are offered.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cat. Free Pepsi, $ 29
Cal. Free Diet Pepsi 12 pk. cans
Sealtest

SAVE 750

2. DRAWING'A Draw mg wdl be held .n each participating store to randomly select winners on or about Saturday,
January 28, 1995,at 7:00 pm The Drawing will be conducted by authorized persona representing the particpating
stores) ohne decision shall be lend, Odck of winning any prise depends up.. the number of entries received.

2/$1

•

IN-AD COUPON I VAUD: JAN. 25-JAN. 31. 1995
RV0075
Redeemable at Owen's Food Market

I. TO ENTER: No Radian is miruired. Print your name, address, zip mde and phone numl-er on the Official
Siseepatakes Entry Foram provided at plummeting stores. Deproit the completed Entry For... in the Official
Sweepstakes Entry Boa. Each entry rnust be hand printed. No phcaoc.opies or mechanically reproduced entries will be
honored. Sponsors ale not responsitde for lost, late, mischrecred, illegible or no:rookie enures

99°

99

_

I Phi- rie

Northern

Veg All

%rig

Name

I City

4 Roll Pkg.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Cat. Free Pepsi,
Diet Cat. Free Pepsi

*

8 pk. $ 1 99

Pizza or Pizza Rolls 4/$5
Old El Paso Thick & Chunky

Salsa
Kraft Deluxe

24 oz

Mac. & Cheese or
Shells & Cheese 10-14

Smoked

Baby

29
$2

$3
Eckrich
All Meat

Bananas Broccoli Grapes Lettuce Chicken Turkey Breast Swiss Cheese Bologna
9 $ 1 99
79!, 1!
Lb.
$48L91 $38[
2

39!
5 Lb'. Bag
Red

59° $429

Green

Grapefruit Onions
$ 1 99 3/$1

Owens Best Owens Famous
Virginia Baked
Pit

Juicy

Sunkist

Limes

Lemons

6/$1

6/1

Ham BBQ Pork Cole Slaw
$189

a

•

Owens Best
Loin Back

Ribs

$489 99Lb. $289

We Accept Food Stamps • We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

•,••••• so.raer...se ip.

Owens Best
Storemade

Lb

Lb

•

•
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Judge sets June
retrial date for
Menendez brothers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
June 12 retrial date was scheduled for Erik and Lyle Menendez, whose first trial on charges
of killing their wealthy parents
ended with juries unable to reach
verdicts.
Superior Court Judge Stanley
Wcisberg announced the trial
date during a hearing Monday at
which he also denied a prosecution request that mental examinations of the brothers be
,conducted.
Weisberg refused the request
"because he hadn't ruled on our
motion to exclude a lot of the
mental examination that's already
been done," said Deputy District
Attorney Carol Najera.
The judge also scheduled
another hearing for Wednesday,
when he will set a schedule for
filing legal motions in the case.
Lyle, 27, and Erik, 24, are
charged with murder in the Aug.
20, 1989, slayings of Jose and
Kitty Menendez in the family's
Beverly Hills home.
The brothers admitted the shotgun slayings but said they feared
their parents were going to kill
them. They said their parents
subjected them to years of sexual
and mental abuse. Prosecutors
say the brothers killed because
they wanted their parents' $15
million fortune.
The first trial was heard by
separate juries before a single
judge in the same courtroom. It
ended last January with a mistrial
after both juries deadlocked on
murder and manslaughter
charges.

Prince Charles
puts halt to
staff gossip
LONDON (AP) — Prince
Charles put his foot down
Monday.
Charles ended the latest round
of gossip about his personal life
by winning a court order to
silence his former housekeeper,
and receiving a vow of future
confidentiality from his former
valet.
Valet Ken Stronach resigned
Monday, admitting it was "gross
misconduct" to talk about his
boss to a tabloid newspaper and
give them pictures of the royal
bedroom, the prince's lawyers
said.
Stronach, 50, has apologized to
the prince and disputed statements attributed to him in the
News of the World about Charles's affair with Camilla Parker
Bowles. He loses an
$18,000-a-year salary, and the
use of a house and a car.
Royal lawyers also obtained a
High Court injunction last week
restraining Stronach from making
further revelations.
The High Court on Monday
ordered Wendy Berry, housekeeper to Prince Charles and
Princess Diana for nine years
before they separated, to surrender all diaries and other manuscripts in her possession to the
prince's lawyers.
The News of the World
reported Sunday that Mrs. Berry
kept diaries that included intimate details of the lives of Charles and Diana, and that she
planned to publish them.

Pillsbury
Pillsb

Plus

Cake Mix
Assorted
Flavors

FOODS
Pepsi, Mt. Dew or Diet Pepsi
12 pk. 12 oz. can

2 liter bottle

JANUARY 1995

ElEIMEMIZI
112526 27 28
Dr. Pepper or 7-Up

30 31 MUM

2 liter bottle

Sunshine
Kracklin Ration

Dog Food
20 lb
bag

reg. s1 39

Tropicana Season Best

Green Giant

Del Monte Whole Kernel

Homestyle or Regular

Sweet Peas

Corn

Orange Juice

3

$ 00

.for

64 oz.
carton

15 oz can

15 oz can

;;;;;ZI at mo-11711;

Boston Butt

Pork Roast

Field Pro Leaguer
A

Wieners

SLICED BACON

Field
Pro Leaguer
WINN.RS

We can provide inforrnadon and coverage for your

BOAT
INSURANCE

Carrots

Lettuce

1 lb bag

Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, CAR,
AND FARM
coverages too
II h

Itiond "Jar Namikle
Lloweld In KY I TN
TSI1023 w 1534173
101 II. 12111 ftWe'll always be there for you.
unagewrinne.Cies.. Hum ellak ColomMo. MO

Cole Slaw
Mix

Yellow

4
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Kopperud Realty now
offers a new service
for home sellers...
Membership in Homeowners
Association of America'
When you count on us to sell your
home, we have a comprehensive
array ofservices to offer. And now,in
addition to our many other benefits.
we offer membership in Homeowners Association of America"
(MA").

•"Home Seller's Liability Protection" - For the first time ever, a
unique benefit of membership that
protects you, the seller, from aftersale liability due to unintentional
errors and/or omissions.
•"HAA Member-Pak" - Discounts
on valuable, home related products
and services.
This package is made available
through our firm's association with
Homeowners Marketing Services,
Inc. (HMS). HMS is a provider of a
wide range of business and marketing services to residential real estate
companies.
We also advocate a home warranty as a tool to sell homes faster
and at the best possible price.
For more information and to start
benefitting from !IAA Memi ership.
( all Kopperud Realty today at
753-1222.

HAA Membership comes at no
cost to you, the home seller, and
contains a number of benefits.

Included in membership

is:

•"Preparing For the Buyer's
Eye" Video - Featuring Tony Randall, containing helpful hints on
preparing the home for sale.
."Moving On: Your Guide To
Changing Homes" - Magazine that
pm-ides answers to fr squently
asKed questions about te homeselling process.

Kopperud Realty
"The Home Team"

KET, public radio join war
FRANKFORT, KA.. (AP) —
The chairman of Kentucky Educational Television's governing
board has an unsettling vision of
the future:
Congress allows the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, funnel for federal funding of public
TV and radio, to be acquired by a
private contractor.
"Sesame Street" and "Barney
& Friends" latch on with sponsors. Some other programs —
''Frontline,'' perhaps, or
"Nova" — do not and are cut
adrift. And what if programming
is confined to cable TV, which
40 percent of American households do not have?
"It does away with free TV, ...
free exposure to these programs," Steve Newberry, -chairman of the KET Authority, said
Monday.
"I think the very people that
can use exposure to different
programs — people that may be
lower income, people that need
educational opportunities at home
— they're not going to subscribe," Newberry said.
With that scenario in mind, or,
the prospect of outright elimination of the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, KET and the
state's public radio stations have
joined the fight over federal

funding.
They have aired warnings that
some popular programs might go
off the air and appeals for listeners and viewers to call their senators and congressmen.
KET is not being "alarmist,"
Newberry said in a telephone
interview from Glasgow. "But
we do want people to know ...
there arc teeth in the intentions in
Washington. I don't think this is
a big bark."
The corporation distributes
federal grants to more titan 1,000
stations and groups nationwide.
including KET, the Public Broadcasting Service and National
Public Radio. It suddenly finds
itself the-target of budget cutters
on Capitol Hill, including House
Speaker Newt Gingrich.
"Detractors arc using words
like 'elitism' and 'only for the
rich,— David Wilkinson, director
of public radio for Western Kentucky University's WKYU-FM,
said in Bowling Green. "I think
our audiences in Kentucky can
hardly be called elite or terribly
affluent."
WKYU's grant is $135,000
this year, Wilkinson said. It runs
five radio stations — the main
station in Bowling Green, three
repeaters and one translator.
The grant is S150,000 for the

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
l'or

our Convenience :Vow Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
111-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2180

UPS

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
• Owners: Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd

711 Main St.

753-1222

* ** * **** ** * * * **

University of Kentucky's
WUKY-FM — 17 percent of the
"actual cash that runs the radio
station," General Manager Roger
Chesser said.
The money would be hard to
replace, he said. Direct fund raising is at virtually maximum level,
and stations cannot "cross the
line into overt commercialism"
under terms of their licenses.
"I think we're going about as
much as we can on our own to
pull ourselves up by the boot
straps," Chesser said.
KET's current grant is $1.6
million — only 7 percent of the
network's total budget but 58
percent of its programming
budget. Newberry said.
"KET is big enough and diversified enough that, if we lose that
funding, we're not going to go
away," Newberry said. But
"we're going to have to make
cutbacks. We're going to have to
change the way we do things."
KET Executive Director Virginia Fox has been lobbying the
Kentucky delegation, which
seems generally — but not blindly — sympathetic.
U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning, a
Republican from Fort Thomas,
"thinks we've got to make so
many cuts in federal spending
this year that everything's got to
be put on the table," spokesman
Dave York said.
Another Republican, Rep. Ed
Whitfield of Hopkinsville, said
he opposed a complete cutoff of
funding. "I also recognize that if
we're going to be serious about
balancing the budget over the
next eight or nine years, everybody's going to have to take
some cuts, probably," Whitfield
said in a telephone interview.
The lobbying itself has raised
some eyebrows.
U.S. Rep. Ron Lewis "would
be concerned if a publicly funded
institution was using public funds
to lobby for more public funds,"
spokesman John McGary said.
But Lewis is "leaning strongly
toward voting for" continued
funding, he said.
Newberry said he believed
KET's notices and appeals to
viewers "clearly ... are within
our authority" under Federal
Communications Commission
rules.

When It Comes To Finding A Doctor,
We Wrote The Book.

I

f you're new to the area — or even if you've been around
awhile — you want the right doctors for your family.
Doctors you know you'll be able to count on when every
minute counts. The best place to look? The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Dr. Finder "Physician Directory," which we'll
send absolutely free at your request.
In the "Physician Directory," you'll find photos,1
comprehensive description of each doctor's qualifications and
the nature of his or her practice.

Peace-Of-Mind is good preventive medicine.

Call the toll-free number below for your
free Dr Finder physician directory.

The Dr. Finder service will help you locate a doctor you'll be
comfortable with. We'll guide you to well-trained, experienced
— family doctors and specialists dedicated to
the highest standards of medical practice.
•a
il We'll provide an instant phone referral if
you need one right away. And we'll
Ske
i
l
•
make sure you have a printed
ee,LOY1S'
resource for future reference right
at you fingertips.
So whether you're new in
town or just looking for some
help in selecting a physician,
you'll find a good friend in Dr.
Finder. Call us today and
request your free
"Physician Directory."
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are humane and sociable — with a natural gift
for precision. Watch when these youngsters read. They will pronounce e1C0
word just so. Financial security. and the freedom it provides. is very important to these industrious Aquarians. When they work, they get results.
Despite their busy schedules. they always find time to help the less tonunate. The ideal mate will admire their phenomenal energy and suppon their
generosity.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT N'EAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Financial success is within your
grasp. Continue to show self-discipline. Joyful romance contributes to
a wonderful sense of well-being. By
late spring, in-depth research and
better organization will begin to pay
off in business. Keep a tighter rein
on your generous impulses and savings will grow. Family members are
supportive in times of crisis. Share
the applause when you find yourself
in the limelight..
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Paul Newman,
singer Eartha Kitt. hockey great
Wayne Gretzky, guitarist Eddie Van
Haien.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):.A
display of authority should be combined with more subtle -tactics.
Diplomacy helps you obtain the full
backing of your co-workers.
Replace bad habits with good ones.
Your will power will win wide-

spread admiration.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Consistency is very important now.
Handle detail work carefully. You
need to think twice before making
an impulsive job change. Real estate
values will soon increase. Your love
life settles into a comfortable routine.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
Others are willing to meet you
halfway where expenses are concemed. The domestic scene is fairly
sereae..A gift arrives. from an
unknown admirer. This person's
identity will not remain a secret
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Working behind the scenes can be
highly profitable now. Partnerships.
enjoy highly favorable influences.
Be willing to make a major concession to mate.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Family
finances look much better today. Let
loved ones know how you really

feel. Creature comfons count big
with nxnantic panner. Your charming persunaIui w ell w m )ti uic
attention from people in high places.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22o: The
emphasis [oda) is on sas nig money
and adding to your income. Consult
loved ones before finaliiing weekend plans. A romantic relationship
must be handled with special care.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
Today can mean a new beginning
for you and your Itned ones. Seize
an opportunity to catch up on your
bookkeeping or letter-wriling.
Although romance pro% ides some
exciting moments. you may ha%e
doubts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-No%. 21): A
meeting or phone l:all triggers your
creativity. Follow a hunch and you
ill score a major triumph. Give in
to pressure. howewr. and a project
will fail. Mow forward with confidence.
SAGITTARIUS (NIA. 22-Dec.
21): The financial picture looks
brighter than in recent days. Tend to
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Fresh Crisp

Carrots

11.01.111 k

1\A ItAgt:

St *95154
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CAPRICORN 1De,. 22-Jan.
19i: You will bench' trom allowing
your mate or bcst toend to set the
pace today. keep things 111 perpC1:five when e%aluating a financial situation. Welcome money -sa%ing sugot all
gestions from tamily
ages., _
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
Intense acti% ity marks your morning. ('reati‘e atorts prose highly
lucrative. Adopi a slightly less independent stance when dealing with
stubborn colleagues. A shared spiritual experience w ull strengthen a
friendship that has Iallen on hard
times.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20i:
You feel a new sense ot hope today.
Seek out people w ho share your
goals while a%oidinl...! those illtlikiduals who want to change you. Be
kind but firm it uninterested in

(
1995 Dodge Dakota Spor
Air Bag - A/C - AM/FM - Alloy Wheels P.S. - P.B.
List 1"1"1-748Q
St #95066

The Kentucky
Network

$_9,979
Budget Stretching
1995 Dodge Caravan

FOOD STORES
Mon.-Thurs. 9-7 • Fri.-Sat. 9-8 • Son 12 Noon-6

Air Conchtion - Dual Air Bogs - AM/FM
Ltst -Sr-r7798.i

home repairs promptly A six% ial
relationship thri‘cs on limiest), and
mutual respect 1.1‘4.1t: J s ming of
reading Finest %/kith enthusiasm.

Aren't You I'M
Glad There's

SAVE•A•LOT
Regular Hours

1995 Plymouth Neon

A

Mrs. Grissom's

m

Emge First Cut Bulk

7 Passenger - A/C - AM/FM - Dual Air Bags
List-S177294
St. #95300

Savory

Cheese
Spread

Sliced
Bacon

Pork
99'- Chops 69'
Lettuce

"
.
41"'”..•17

16 oz. Pkg.

12 oz. Ctn.

.
100
.
4,1

Fresh Firm

2 Lb. Bag

46

67

10

Dela Valley
Chicken
Nuggets,
Chicken
Patties

Head

Lb. Box

Corn King

90

10 oz.

Ideal American

Lay's

99'

2% Milk

Potato Chips

Jennie-0

Gallon Jug

6 oz. Pkg.

69'
All Varieties Fairgrounds
Sliced

Ground
/ Turkey

79

Hillshire

99'

16 oz. Pkg.

ituti

3.5 oz. Pkg.

u

99'

Frozen CrIsii

Halstead

Plain or Waking Hilltop Mitts

Borden Country Store

Fruit Punch

Chili Hot Beans

Flour

Mashed Potatoes

5 Lb.

15 oz. Can

12 oz. Can

11995 Dodge Intrepid
A/C - Windows - Locks - Tilt - Cruise
•
Dual Air Bags
List .S-TV-,-a2.9
St_ #95232

26.7 oz.

6,995 }

$189

79

2

14,979

Sliced
Pepperoni

Luncheon Meats

16 oz. Roll

$1

Jumbo
1F
6ranpks.

1995 Dodge 1500 SLT
Del Pino's Canned

Buster

Pasta

Paper Towels

DAIRY FOODS

crov

13VrTAT
15 os. Can

Grissom's English

Sour Cream or
Onion Dip

79

Reg. or Buttermilk
Morning Delight

Biscuits
7

OZ.

234

Believe

Margarine
16 oz. Ctn.

394

So-Cheezy Singles

Cheese Food
$129
12 oz. Pkg.

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only, manufacturers
coupons and food
stamps. Savings up to
40% on the food you
use the most/0C% guaranteed!

AT

3 Pk.

Prairie Farms

16 oz.

FROZEN FOODS

99

6

6 Ct. Pkg,

DWinkles Vanilla & Raspberry

Fingers

Muffins

6 Ct. Pkg.

89'

49

Banquet

Salisbury Steak

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Snickers

Ranch House

Easton's

Candy
Bars

Vienna
Sausage

Dill
Spears

6 Ct. Pkg.

5 oz Can

24 oz. Jar

$

39'

99'

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
O0000h So Soft

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
Tidal

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
Sudz So Clean

Pepperoni

Bathroom
Tissue

Bar
Soap

Laundry
Detergent

Hot Pockets

4 Roll Pk.

3 Ct. Pkg.

32 oz Box

694

99'

99'

99

SAV E•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"

12th

St. at Storey Ave.
Murray. Ky.

$179
Wylwcod

Sweet Peas
16 oz. Pkg.

9 oz. Pkg.

89

$199

Ad Good
Wednesday
Jan. 25
Through
Tuesday
Jan. 31, 1995

All prices are plus tax. title and license. All rebates applled to purchase
price

"Whatever II takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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Experts discuss art
stolen in World War II
NEW YORK (AP)
Russian and Western art experts managed
a polite discussion of one of the most contentious matters left over
from World War 11,- what to do with art seized from German
hands by the Soviet Red Army.
Althoush the former Soviet Union agreed several years ago to
return "unlawfully removed cultural property," some German
museum officials have accused the Russians of foot-dragging.
Nevertheless, discussions were cordial and frank at a three-day
symposium on the issue last week.
"Many of these people had never met, or had met only in negotiations." said Professor Elizabeth Simpson of the Bard College Graduate Center for Studies in the Decorative Arts, which sponsored
the "Spoils of War" symposium.
"We wanted to offer them a neutral ground so they could understand each other's problems," she said Monday, "and we were
very encouraged by the atmosphere of friendliness."
The Russians offered new details about some of the millions of
works of art, books and archives the Soviet army seized during and
after the war in areas it took from the Nazis.
"The war is not ended so long as we have not settled these questions," Irina Antonova, director of the Pushkin State Museum of
Fine Arts in Moscow; was'quoted in Monday's New York Times.
Old Masters paintings belonging to the Rotterdam Museum in the
Netherlands had been hidden at the Pushkin since 1945.
Russian curators showed slides of seven paintings - masterworks by Renoir, El Greco, Degas, Manet, Corot, Tintorctio and
Goya - from 130 that disappeared from private Hungarian collections. They said the paintings will be exhibited in Moscow for the
first time this year.
Aleksei Rastorgoycv, an associate art professor at Moscow University, surprised German art experts when he showed slides of
prints tong missing from a Dresden museum.
He told them the prints had been found in private hands in Moscow, and he called on Russian museums to reveal their own unlawful holdings.
Journalist Konstantin Akinska, who revealed in 1991 that the
Soviets had snatched millions of works of art, said last week that
Russian archives document a secret program started in 1943 to
build a "supermuseum" around works taken from across Europe.
Some Soviet officials believed the art was a legitimate form of
reparations from Nazi Germany, which invaded the Soviet Union in
1941 despite a non-aggression pact signed two years earlier.

n
We are proud to use OD'
iv / recycled newsprint.
GREAT NEWS
FOR PARENTS!
Kids 11 & under eat for just
$1.00
Everyday Tues.-Sat.
Pizza, Spaghetti, Burgers and More
Maximum - 2 kids per adult.

753-4141
Open Tues.
Thru Sal.

IBM marks first profitable year since 1990
NEW YORK (AP) - IBM
posted its first profitable ye-.r
since 1990 as it earned SI.2 billion in the fourth quarter, riding
strong growth in its midsized
computers that offset troubles in
the personal computer division.
Even though the performance
exceeded Wall Street forecasts,
IBM's stock drifted lower in a
pattern that appeared to reflect
earlier speculation.
IBM's revenue improved and
expenses were sharply below
levels from a year ago. The most
improvement came in the AS400
mid-range computer division and
services and eons-tutting. Harsh
job cuts that have gone on for
several years are mostly over.
"Despite the progress ... we
are not satisfied with our revenue
growth," Chief Exectitive Louis
Gerstner Jr. said in a statement.
"The pace of change at IBM
must continue."
Gerstner's main priority when

he arrived at the world's largest
computer compthy in April 1993
was to restore profitability. With
that accomplished, IBM will
focus on increasing revenue,
Chief Financial Officer Jerry
York said.
IBM's profit amounted to
S2.06 per Share for the quarter
that ended Dec. 31. It earned
5362 million, or 62 cents per
share, in the same period of 1993.
Revenue was $19.9 billion, up
from S19.4 billion a year ago.
Sales were higher in all regions
of the, world except Latin
America.
Analysts had forecast a profit
of around $1.75 per share for
IBM. Nonetheless, the company's
stock fell $1.12% at $74.25 on
the New York Stock Exchange.
Demand for IBM's largesrsysterns outstripped supply in the
fourth quarter and should continue to do so into 1995, York
said. A drop in prices have made

those systems, for years IBM's
most lucrative, less profitable.
The profitability of service and
consulting operations was twice
as high as a year ago, a bright
sign as IBM now relies on that
business for one-sixth of its
revenue.
IBM's personal computer unit,
which grew sharply in 1993,
experienced revenue declines in
both the quarter and the full year.
"This is not the rocket science
part of computing," York said,
noting PCs represent more of a
marketing and materials challenge than a technical one.
International Data Corp„-- a
market research firm, estimated
IBM shipped 1.37 million PCs in
the quarter, down 15 percent
from 1.61 million a year earlier.
York attributed part of the drop
to sales incentives at the end of
1993 that weren't repeated in the
latest period.
To align itself with changes in

State police release report on Kelley case
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) Kentucky State Police have
closed the case of a Pulaski
County physician who committed
suicide while under arrest for
sexual abuse charges involving
two boys.
On May 2, the day police
charged Dr. Stephen Kelley with
five counts of third-degree
sodomy, he failed a polygraph
examination, then confessed that
he had molested two brothers.
Later in the day, on the way
from the London state police post
to the Pulaski County Jail, Kelley
was allowed to stop at his home,
where he took a gun and shot
himself to death.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported details of the case Sunday after reviewing police reports
that became- public record after
the investigation concluded.
On the way to the jail, Kelley
told state Trooper David Cornett
that he wanted to stop at his
home to get his checkbook so he
could post bond. Cornett, who
knew Kelley well, agreed.
Inside Kelley's home in a quiet

Somerset subdivision, Kelley
pulled a plastic bag out of a coat,
in the. front closet.
He ran a few steps, turned to
face Cornett, then pulled a
.38-caliber revolver out of the
bag and fired one shot through
the right side of his head.
Cornett didn't violate any policy by stopping at the house or not
handcuffing Kelley for the ride to
jail, said Capt. Larry Lewis of the
London post.
According to the investigation
report by state police Detective
Larry Lewis, Kelley told police
that he had had sex with the two
boys when they were 14 or 15
years old.
The younger brother was 17
when he told police last spring
that Kelley, who employed the
boy's father as a farm laborer and
was the boy's doctor, had molested him since he was 6 or 7.
His older brother told police
after Kelley's death that the doctor had molested him for two
years; beginning when he was 15,
the reports say.
The_boys and their parents

declined comment last week.
"We've had a rough time," the
boys' father said.
The 17-year-old who first went
to police said it was in a small
cabin at the farm where Kelley
abused him, police reports say.
The boy's family lived nearby.
Beginning when the boy was 6
or 7, Kelley asked the child to
massage *Kelley's genitals, the
boy told Detective Lewis. Other
sex acts came later, according to
the report, which said Kelley
sometimes gave him money in
exchange for sexual favors.
But not until last spring, when
he overdosed on prescription
medicine, did the victim tell anyone what had happened. He told
Lewis that Kelley had threatened

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is
22 years old and still
unchristened.
Anti-nuclear demonstrators

We're Listening.

YOU WANT LEADING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY S SAFETY.
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SERIES
VENTED ROOM
HEATERS

We're Listening.

YOU WANT A LOW PAYMENT
BUT YOU HATE LEASING.
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NOW LISTEN TO THIS„,YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL-RIGHT NOW!
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Color & Equipment

List

Payment

'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS LX

Ins, V-6, Tilt, Cruise, Power Windows/
Locks Etc. Motor Trend's Car of Year

$18,067

$339.99

'95 DODGE INTREPID

Spruce. V6, Tilt. Cruise, Power .Windows/Locks, Cassette & More

$19,329

1339.99

'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS LX

White, V6, Tilt, Cruise, Power Windows/Locks, Cassette, Power Seat

$18,347

$344.99

'95 CHRYSLER CIRRUS LXI

Silverfern. Loaded, Leather, Alloy
Wheels, Power Everything

$19.997

$376.99

'95 DODGE INTREPID ES

Orchid, Power Windows/Locks, Alloy
Wheels, Remote Entry, Power Seat++

$22,169

$389.99

'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE

White,3 5 V6, Loaded, Power Seat, 16'
Wheel Pkg. and More

$23,068

1399.99

'95 EAGLE VISION TS!

Black, 35 V6, Dressed True Sport
Sedan and Ready To Turn Heads

$23,406

$409.99

'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE

Spruce, Full Power. 16' Wheel Pkg.,
Alarm, Auto Temp A/C, Etc

$23,461

409.99

'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE

Met. Red, Loaded Car, 3.5 V6, Remote
Entry, Overhead Console,.

$23,543

409.99

'95 EAGLE VISION TSI

Teal, You've Got To Drive This Car Really All The Cptions+++

$23,783

$416.99

'95 CHRYSLER CONCORDE

Spruce, Every Option, Even Leather &
Dual Power, Alarm Etc.

$25,255

'439.99

'95 CHRYSLER LHS

Compare This To Lexus, Continental, Inf riry We Beat Them At, Its A Great Car

$30,559

509.99

him never to tell.
The brother at first denied he
had been abused, but acknowledged it- after Kelley's confession and death, the report said.
Police questioned Kelley about
the allegations April 20 at Somerset attorney Joe Travis' office.
Kelley denied the charges and
agreed to take a polygraph test
and give a written statement.
After Kelley admitted the
crime to police, he made several
phone calls from the London post
telling people he had confessed,
police said.
Kelley's wife, Sharon Kelley,
said last week that she does not
believe the charges against her
husband. If he confessed, she
said, he was pressured to do so.

Nuclear reactor turns 22

,
"in er nue s
8 We're Stocked Up!

YOU WANT AWARD-WINNING
DESIGN S COMFORT.

Year Make,Model

the technology market, IBM has
cut tens of thousands of jobs and
shed unneeded office space and
factory assets in the past few
years. The job-cutting peaked
with about 45,000 lost in 1993;
last year, IBM cut about 35,000
jobs. It now employs about
220,000.
The company's fourth-quarter
expenses were down 11 percent,
or $729 million, against the yearago period. Annual expenses
dropped 15 percent, or $3.5
billion.
The company earned $2.88 billion, or $4.92 per share, in 1994.
It lost48.1 billion in 1993, or
$14.02 per share, after taking a
nearly $8 billion restructuring
charge in the second quarter of
that year.
In 1990, IBM earned $5.96 bitL
lion, or $10.42 per share.
Revenue was $64.1 billion, up 2
percent from $62.7 billion in
1993.
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marked the dubious achievement
for the unfinished plant - now
the only commercial_ reactor
under active construction in the
country :
-.„with a mock birthday
Monday.
"Happy Birthday, Watts Bar,
"Tennessee's biggest scar,
"You say it's a safe plant,
"But we know you're a liar,"
a dozen protesters sang near the
headquarters of the Tennessee
Valley Authority. They cut a birthday cake
frosted' with a skull and crossbones and carved scoops from a
melting ice cream cooling tower.
Similar demonstrations recognizing TVA's Jan. 23, 1973, construction permit for the longdelayed reactor in Spring City,
about 50 miles southwest of
Knoxville, were held in Chattanooga and Nashville.
Watts Bar has been "an expensive child" costing $7 billion
compared to an original estimate
of $625 million, said Ruth
Cohen, president of Students
Promoting Environmental Awareness in Knoxville (SPEAK).
It was "abused growing up
with more worker complaints
about safety than any other plant
in U.S. history."
"Now Watts Bar is an adult,
and I would like to see it taking
some adult responsibility," she
said, including "rethink(ing) its
career choice. We don't need any
more nuclear power plants and
neither does anyone else."
To TVA', Watts Bar's 99
percent-complete Unit 1 reactor
has yet to be born.
"They have a right to their
opinion, but we have a responsibility to oar customers," TVA
spokesman John Moulton said.

35,000 to 150,000 BTU

PREFERRED
RATE AT 48
ALPHA II SERIES
VENT-FREE
DUAL BURNER
GAS LOGS

.

..
• '- L.-1..., *-,

If you're 48 years old or
older, you may qualify
for this special Shelter
auto insurance rate.
Call or see me for
details of qualification.

BUT TIME IS MONEY - YOU'VE GOT UNTIL 1,31195, SO HURRY.
Talk To Us...We're Listening

Payments algid si$951 CeirSt
Or Trade Equity 45 APR.60 Mo
0 ac ,Deales Roams Rebates
(0 Any) Plus Tax, $25 P•oc Fee
Tolle and Oconee

Cain's*Al
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. Murray • 753-6448

'Stove Pipe
'Sleds

'Ice Melt
,
'Snow Shovels

Murray Home 8 Auto
.74
-,-.14Iiviz&e

Chestnut St.
Murray

*

753-2571
753-4110

Mill it ir

Herold jack' Romaine
Llama! In KY I TN
759-1033 or 753-0173
& 12th St. • Murray

We'll always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Coa. Horne 011as

7,77,7,21721,-,7 77,7 rz.oW .1: 7
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Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
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in Memory
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FARMERS MARKET

190
370
390
400
550

form Equrpme^*
Livestock & Suppl es
Poultry & SuPPlies
Produce
feed & Seed

060
070
090
130
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EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & ChNcicore
Situation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
330
Busness Rentals
310
Wont To Pent
Apartments For Rent
320
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Pent or Lease

SERVICES

230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
470
eao
485 ..
490
495
503
.510
520
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ANNOUNCEMENT
The Murray Electric System will receive

bids for a New Metal Roof for the Murray
Electric System Building, until 4:00 p.m.
(local time)February 16, 1995, at 401 Olive
Street, Murray,Ky.42071,at which time the
bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
The contract documents may be examined at
the following locations:
Gresham Associates Inc., 330 N.9th St.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001
West Ky. Contractors Assn., Paducah
and Murray, Ky.
Copies of the documents may be obtained
from Gresham Associates,330 North 9th St.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001, (502) 442-5439, Fax
442-5439. A fully refundable deposit of
$50.00 will be required for each set of
contract documents, provided documents
are returned in good condition within 15
days after the bid date. .
A Bid Bond or other acceptable surety shall
be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to
forivish'ind pay for a Satisfactory performance,labor and materials bond in the sum
of 100% of the contract amount.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any or
all bids or to waive any formalities in the
bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn without
consent of the Owner for a period of sixty
(60) days after bid opening.
Murray Electric System
Mr. Ron Underwood, Supt.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial 'penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
IMAGES Mr Tuxedo located 916S 12th St The
absolute best prices for all
your wedding & prom
needs 753 4104
MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic gifted from
God -554-7004 call for
appointment
MR Tuxedo under new
management has moved to
the Bel Air Center 916 S
12th & is now located
inside the wedding & formal
store Images 753-4104
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

1120

020
Notice

Lost
And Found

Notice

FISH Dinners Thurs & Fri CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.
nights Carryout welcome.
Take Me Back Cafe. INCREASE your energy,
lose Weight with no hunger.
753-6425.
Blocks & burns fat. Break
HYPNOTHERAPY Clinic. thru product. Give your
New years resolution? body the nutrients it needs.
Weight loss- stop smoking, Sate for kids & elderly. Rechronic pain, arthritis, sults guaranteed or your
stress, sports counseling. money back. For informaMain St. By appt. only. tion
437-4949 or
759-2295
1-800- MY-RE LI V.

Are You Looking For People
Who Really Care About You?
Try,

Murray Baptist
Mission
201 S. 6th St., Murray, Ky.
ParvIn Hall, Pastor
Tel. (502) 642-2302

LOST Escaped. 10mo old
heifer calf Red with white
face, approx 300Ibs Last
spotted in Lynn Grove area
Please call 435-4481 or
435 4050 Her mama mis
ses her
LOST Male short hair Golden Retreiver Responds to
Mojo, last seen around N.
16th St 759-2187.
Iwl

DIETARY DEPARTMENT
Food Service Aide - No experience required
Assists in gathering, assembling, and delivering
food items and dinnerware necessary to produce
nutritious meals for hospital patients and cafeteria
customers. Part-time positions available.
Relief Cook -Some experience in the preparation of food in a restaurant setting is preferred.
Responsible for the preparation of various food
items for patients and cafeteria customers. Fulltime includes rotating days and evenings.
Sanitation Technician - No experience required. WiN be responsible for maintaining the
kitchen and cafeteria areas in a clean and
uncluttered - manner. Pan-time positions available.
Excellent opportunity for college student,will work
around class schedule as much as possible

For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106
Equal Iq•poritttttt v
Empleqrf

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

WI3 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Compers
Boats & Motors

A local non-profit agency is
in need of a part-time secretary Good organazaDonal skills and computer
knowledge helpful Mail re
sume to PO Box 1040A
Murray, Ky 42071
AVON- earn money with
Avon Call 1-800-847-5338
for your starter kit Avon
Independent Sales
Representative

CASHIER full-time- knowledge of cigerettes & lottery
is helpful, but not necessary Applicants must be
neat & courteous Apply in
person at Hinton 8 Sons
Cash & Carry,next door to
D&T Foods 621 S 4th St
Murray. Ky 42071
CONSTRUCTION Superintendent for large commercial project Must have
minimum 5 years experience as Superintendent on
commercial constuction
Must possess high level of
abilities to schedule and
coordinate trades contractors Project is located in
Murray. Ky. and will last
approximately 12 months
Salary and benefits are negotiable Send resume to
Architecture Plus, Inc ,contruction manager. PO Box
511, Georgetown, Ky
40324 If any questions call
502-863-9454
NEW weight loss product
needs distributor.
1- 800-MY-RELIV or
437-4949.
FULL time opening for dependable and hardworking
general laborer M -F
6.30am- 1, some Satur. days. Apply in person at
Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc.
612 South 9th Street. No
Phone Calls

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Appliances

Home Furnishongs
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports EquiPmenT
Firewood
Muscal
Miscellaneous
T V & Pock,
Pets & Supplies

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Loose
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole
MiSCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

OSO

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wonted

Advedbers are requested fo
check She lost lnsedlon of
Ihekabbeany error. &fumy
ledger & Times voll be responsible for only one Incared Insedlon. Any ow
should be repoded Immo*
alely so coneclIons can be
mode.

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-FIL 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday II a.m.-11 a.m.
• Deadlines crio 2 days
advanctei

12n

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
schocl students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
bbtween 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

Drivers/OTR

Help
Warded

.32
Guaranteed + bonuses with five years
OTR exp. out of last
six. Family oriented
co., home often,
great benefits, late
model convis. Call
Ken Cross/TSL.
501-834-0494 or
1-800-510-0473.
EOE.

Full time secretarial position available for dependable person who has good
telephone, typing, organizational and word processing skills M F and some
FULL & part-time positions Saturdays Hours can be
now available at Subway flexible, pay will depend on
Please apply in person experience Mail resume to
Subway sandwiches 508 N PO Box 1040B Murray, Ky
12th St Murray, Ky
42071
Receive A FREE Gift With A
Perm Special $32 & up or

N

Color Special $25
$4.00
Eyebrow Arch
"MOO
Hot Wax Manicure
$16.00
Pedicure
Full Set Acrylic Nails $20 until 1-21-95(reg. $30)
Life Is Worth A Few Fringe Benefits

Fringe Benefits
604'/2 Broad St, Ext.
759-1874 or 793-1137

Are You 55+ ?
Without a Job?
Not Quite Ready for Social Security?
The- Purchase Area Senior Employment Program
May Be For YOU!
For more information call
247-7171
Graves

753-8325
554-2097
Calloway
McCracken
1-800-866-4213
Other Counties
Let us help you turn a lifetime of experience into a
career.
The Senior Employment Program as funded under the Job
Training Pannership Act by the West Kentucky Pm-ate Industry
Council and the Workforce Development Cabinet. 'Ibis is an
equal opportunity program. Auxiliary Aids and services area
available upon request to individuals with disarmlities

Help
Wanted

BABYSITTER needed for
6.30am to 5pm for 3yr old &
to get 6yr old ready for
school Call 753-3474 $75
firm, Mon-Thurs

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and ,Vorthuest Tennessee. announces
the following lob openings

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heanng & Cooling
Services Offered

080

ADASIMEMIS
Master Card

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following
vacancy as listed:
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT/
WEIGH STATION OPERATOR:
Grade 9, Sanitation/Transfer Station.
Salary range $11,000417,000 depending on experience and qualifications.
Job applications and description for the
above listed position is available at the
City Clerk's office located at 5th and
Poplar Streets in the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m., Monday, January 30, 1995.
The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer. Drug screening
will be required of all applicants.

Assistant
Deli Manager
Needed
Salary negotiable, paid
vacation, insurance.
Send qualifications
or resume to
P.O. Box 1040 W
Murray, Ky. 42071
HELP wanted, drivers must
be 18 yrs of age, own vehicle, proof of insurance.
Apply in person at Dominoes Pizza.
IMMEDIATE opening front
desk, full-time, 5- 8hr shifts
per week, some nights.
Apply in person, mornings
Days Inn. 753-6706.
LAW ENFORCEMNT
JOBS NO EXP. NECESSARY. Now hiring, U.S.
Customs, Officers, Etc.
For info call (219)794-0100
ext. 3007 8am to 10pm 7
days.

International
Representative
Needed
EF Foundation seeks
rep. to coordinate intl
high school student exchange program. Nonpaid position w/ex penses reimbursed. Opponunity to work w/high
school students, explore
new cultures, help global
understanding
and
travel.
Regional and national
training provided. Educators,
salespeople,
homemakers, retirees .7
anyone w/energy and enthusiasm, call for info:
Kristin Murray I-800L
44-SHARE.
MARINA looking for workers Job starts April 1stCall
Nov
1st.
(502)354-9536.
NOW hiring for day shift.
Apply in person TJ Barbecue, 806 Chestnut, Murray, Ky.
POSTAL JOBS start
$11 41/hr. For exam and
application into Call
(219)769-8301 ext K-1535
8am to 8pm Sun- Fri.
RECEPTIONIST needed
for local business. Applicant should be well spoken,
personable and have excellent attedence Send resume to PO Box 1040C
Murray, Ky 42071.

Computers

486DX-33, DX2-66 AND
DX2-80 NEW COMPUTERS. HAWKINS RESEARCH. 502-753-7001.

AILING COMPUTER?
THE PC DOCTOR MAKES
HOUSE CALLS. HAWKINS
RESEARCH.
502-753-7001.

Having problems setting up
WANTED. experienced your new computer? Call
person for immediate work Zeb at the "Hackershack".
in pest control industry. 753-3557.
Good pay 8 benfits, excellent chance for advancement. Bring resume to 1302
N. 12th St Murray, KY or
call McGee Pest Control.
"The Income Tar Professionals"
753-0414.

CLASSIFIED

Hodge and Noel

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION JOBS. Game wardens, security, maintence,
etc. No exp. necessary.
Now hiring. For info call
•(219)794-0010 ext. 7159
8am to 10pm 7 days
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.
WILL do housecleaning
Call evening 474-2131
100
Business
Opportunity
BUSINESS for sale: Well
established retail busineess in good location,
owner retiring. Interested
person only need inquire to:PO Box 1040Y, Murray, Ky
42071,

INDIVIDUAL•BUSINESS•FARM• BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE•PAYROLL• SALES TAX •CORPORATE
WE OFFER

MONK
f FILING
Mif
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

/ ALPINE.
•bpacitorosgalat

cl

110

Instruction

KARATE
Self-Defense
For Men, Women
& Children

492-8642

ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORY- HARD
DRIVE FULL- If this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.

P's
es
TCaD
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
Ft. .051. ILA CD I

753-0113

Dixieland Centel.

EMPLOYMENT
MANAGER
Continued expansion has created a
need for an individual whose primary
responsibility will be that of non-driver
recruitment and interviewing. The successful candidate will be appropriately
degreed with 3+ years experience recruiting and screening office, professional, and managerial candidates for
employment. Familiarity with job
analysis,job evaluation and the creation
of job descriptiops preferred. Must be
conversant in ADA and EEO regulations
relative to interviewing and selection.
We offer an outstanding compensation
and benefits package.Send Resume to:

Human Resources
P.O. Box 1889, Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

With their picture & message or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14. 1995!

Hayley,
You are our
precious
Valentine.
Love,
Grandma &
Grandpa
Covert
Great Grandma

Management Position: The Murray, KY

5.

Honey,
Love you
bunches!
Monica

Grandpa Fawn
Grammy Covert

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a
stamped, self-addressed entvlopefor the return ofthe original photo. Or
$5.00for Lovelines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Loyelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 9th:

e/4

-

arion®

AIN.

MINI Mart for lease. Owner
will assist with start up cost.
437-4326.
OFFICE or retail building,
Zoned B-2, 115 S 13th Sr,
the NE corner 13th St &
Poplar. Call 753-6001.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

wARm youR vALENTINES HEART

EMPLOYMENT NOTICES
Electric System Board is seeking qualified applicants for the position of superintendent/general
manager.
Candidate should have a bachelor's degree in
electrical engineering or equivalent and ten years
distribution and transmissions supervisory experience.
Candidate must have good communications and
public relations skills, leadership and supervime-y
competence and should possess adequate computer skills. Candidate should have broad base
knowledge of safety rules and procedures, including OSHA regulations and National Electrical
Safety Code. Candidate should have background
experience with Federal Uniform System of
Accounts applicable to electric utilities, and
possess ability to prepare annual budget and give
board of directors general status and operations of
system on a regular basis.
The Murray Electric System Board offers a'
competitive salary commensurate with qualifications and experience and an excellent benefits
package. Send resume with recent confidential
salary history, including two personal and two
professional references by February 15. 1995 to
Robert Etherton, Chairman, Search Committee.
P.O. Box 2109 University Station, Murray. Kentucky 42071.

WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am

Computers

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

Classified Advertising Dept.
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120 GALLON salt water
aquarium with oak stand &
all equipment for sale $550
Call Bill days 753-1222 or
evenings 753-6620
1975 UTILITY trailer good
condition. $3000 527-2367
10am 5pm Mon-Fri
1990 SOLOFLEX with butterfly & leg extensions,
good condition. $800 Call
753-9445 alter 5pm
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon-Fri
8-4pm. 753-2446

Horne. For Sale
1983 14x70 2BR 2 bath,
porch service pole &
underpin.ng 759-4131
LAKELAND' Quality
Homes Inc 94 clearance
sale $500 00 rebate, 20
year financing 5% down
payment 28,148 $26,900.
16x80 $19900.14x70
$15,900 Sale ends Jan
31st 502-5275253 Hwy
641 2 miles North of
Benton
NOT A LOT OF CASH???
Check out our HUGE
SELECTION of repos and
pre owned homes As low
as $500 down, with payments to tit your budget",
Volunteer Homes_Inc Hwy
79E
Parid,
Tn
901-642-4466

OUR Pledge It you compare Quality. Options, Insu,..
FOR sale brand new
lation and Set-up you will
chairs
4
with
table
kitchen
-find that "DINKINS- will
$120 obo Dorm refrigera- have your best housing
tor $25 Call 753-3380 value Dinkins Mobile
leave message
Homes. Inc Hwy 79 E Pans,
For the best in home care, Tn 1-800-642-4891 Open
houseware personal care daily til 6pm Sundays
and multivitamin and min- 1 00-500
eral supplement products
WANT to take advantage of
call Amway Distributor
low interest rates, but don t
759-4490
have a 101 01 money tor a big
GILSON tiller 8hp Ashley downpayment? See Volunwood stove & blower Com- teer Homes, Inc for 5%
puter desk & chair 4 downpayment or land and
drawer dresser 753-7787 -0- down Low monthly pay
ments Starting at $15000
GREAT selection of used per month Volunteer
John Deere lawn mowers Homes. Inc Hwy 79E
No interest, no payment Pans, TN 901-642-4466
until March 1995 Hutson
210
Ag Equipment. Hwy 45 S.
Mobile
Mayfield. Ky 92066
Homes For Rent
800 247 4457

•

GREENHOUSE Tobacco
Transplants since the beginning 1981 5 week mini
$27 00, fieished ,$42 00,
both delivellet, boxed in
your new 242 tray Ray
Thaxton 615-384-4797
IMAGES, Mr Tuxedo located 916S 12th St The
absolute best prices for all
your wedding & prom
needs 753-4104
NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

2BR central gas heat, wale
and trash p u furnished
Private lot Call 753 1790
or 753-9417 38R doublew
ide Call 753-8438
2BR mobile home, C ha,
water furnished $215 mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898
SHAD. Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, water furnished, $80/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898

YOUNG boys twin comfor- NEW park, newer model
ter with accesones Excel- homes only. Concrete
lent condition 489-2062'af- drives & walks Trash pickup & city water $85/mo
ter 5pm
492-8488
164
Home
300
Furnishings
Business
GOLD velvet 8ft couch,
good condition 759-9553
MATCHING hide-a-bed,
loveseat and storage ottoman $400, 27in Toshiba t v
$350. Sony compact stereo
5 disc changer $350, typewriter $50, glass top table &
4 chairs $35 753-8262
190
Farm
Equipment
485 CASE International
farm tractor, like new
or
502- 753 -4389
502-753-5960

Firewood

1EIR nice apt Available
now Coleman RE
753 9698
1 OR atir apts near downtown Murray 753 4109

1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU partial utilities
furnished Available now
Coleman RE, 753 9898
1 ROOMS too rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
28R 1 bath brick duplex
Appliances included. Central h a fenced yard
$400 mo deposit required
753 8734
2BR apartment for rent No
pets Near campus
753-5980
2BR duplex oft 94E No
pets $240 mo plus deposit
753 8848 before 9pm
2BR duplex 1 bath new
appliances, washer & dryer
newly remodeled, lyr
lease 753-9240
2BR duplex appliances
furnished w d hook-up No
pets $350 mo plus deposit
& lease 759-4958
2BR Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat available
now $300 mo Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR uostaes apt No pets ;
refrigerator stove furnished 4 miles out 121 S
$285;mo plus deposit
489-2296
2BR, very nice central hfa,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R, 2 bath, low utilities.
with garage, $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm
CHESTNUT Street townhouses Very nice 2br,
baths All appliances including washer & dryer,
deck, tool shed, ceiling
fans, etc Free lawn care.
Available now Coleman
Realty, 753-9898
COMPLETELY furnished
2br 1 bath apartment on
lake No pets, $300 mo
plus $150 deposit
436-2402
DUPLEX for rent Nice attached garage with auto
door opener, garbage disposal. dishwasher & icemaker 2br, 1 bath.
$425/mo plus deposit & 1yr
lease 753-7688 days,
759-4703 nights

FOR rent. 2 room apt. with
bathroom & kitchen, Located 94 west. Call after
6pm 435-4236

KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Westly Village 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502-354-8888

1BR duplex, 631 N
$200-mo 753-2339 or
FOR sale Upright piano in
excellent condition $200 753 8767
obo Call 489-2933 after 1BR log duplex off 94E No
5pm weekends call pets $275,mo plus deposit
anytime
753-8848 before 9pm

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/x,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stabilrty. 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

360

2BR 1 bath appliances
urnished, gas heat, carport $425 mo 1 month deposit, 1yr lease, no pets
753-2905 or 753-7536
2BR house for rent in city
$390,mo Contact Mur-Cal
RE. 753-4444
2BR newly remodeled
1405 Vine St lease & deposit required Call 753-0932
or 753-5898
2 OR 3br close to university 753-0859 days,
753 5214 evenings
2 OR 3br houses in Murray
& Lynn Grove 753-4109

For Rent
Or Leese
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905,
753-7536
370
Livestock
& Supplies
17YR old Registered Ouarer horse, very gentle
753-7934
20 FEEDER pigs 50- 100lb
436-5243

3BR 2 bath home 200yds
from take, central heat, 4 BAY Quarter horse, two
lots included. $350/mo horse trailer, saddle and
tac Call after 5pm
753-2339 753-8767.
759-4936
3BR 2 bath washer & dryer.
stove, refrigerator, vaulted REGISTERED Limousine
ceiling, large yard with bull, 20mo old, $900.
fenced area in Kirksey 436-5416.
$525/mo Plus deposit &
references required. No
380
pets 901-756-2705 after
Pets
6 30pm
& Supplies
3BR brick w'carport, 905 BEAUTIFUL Pomeranian
Fairlane Available 1/1/95 puppies for sale Call
Coleman RE. 753-9898
753-5934 after 5pm
4BR. 2 bath, completely
furnished house on KY
Lake Available for oft season only. Whirlpool tub, gas
grill, all appliances furnished. Central gas heat.
great deck overlooking
Coleman RE,
lake
753-9898.

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Du,giud Dr
NEW 2br. 2 bath duplex
Gas heat Deposit required
$450,month 753-1623
nights
NEW 2br duplex Washer,
dryer, appliances turnished, gas heat $425-mo
1mo security deposit required Call 436 5725 or
435-4480 after 5
NEW 2br duplex $410,mo
Water & sewer furnished
753 7951
NEW 4br 2 bath executive duplex in Falbrook All
appliances furnished including w d & microwave
Garage, yard maintance included 1 year lease No
pets 753-4937 days,
436-2741 nights
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between Barn 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

Services
Cooed

FOR your Real Estate
needs, inducting Aucaon,
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or cal 753-50116

1991 NISSAN Maxima
loaded, nice 62 XXX moles,
$13,100 492-1836

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1993 MAXIMA GXE 4dr
sunroof. black with gray
leather, Bose anvfm stereo, tape, compact disc.
pos.ot, automatic, power
seats, digital locks. 50.XXX
miles, immaculate condition, always garaged
753-9240

Homes
For Sale

FOR sale 1976 Cadillac
Eldorado Biarritz 80% restored $2300 firm
759-1012

2BR by Kentucky lake,
large fireplace, attached
garage, 'A acre with
deeded lake access.
$39,000 436-5927
3BR 2 bath brick, 1 5mi
from town, land enough for
a horse, stock pond Call
Coleman RE 753-9898
NEARING Completion
Spacious brick two story on
Cul de Sac; 4br, 2/
1
2 baths,
living & family rooms, formal dining, study.more.
Warkentin-Penner Homes,
759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040.
NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub,
oak cabinets, 1280sq ft living, garage. Priced upper
$60's. 1405 N 16th. Call
489-2722.
NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561
NEW affordable homes,
2-3br in city. Starts at mid
50's, financing available,
payments less than rent.
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities. 753-4444.
This home,located at
1300 Fleetwood Dr.,
is on a beautiful corner lot with 3,907 sq.
ft. of living area,3 car

FOR sale 1984 Camaro
Berlinetta $ 200 0
753-3420
501

Used
Trucks
1973 FORD 4x4, 4 speed
437-4393
1984 CHEVY 4x4 Call after 5pm 759-4936
1985 S-10 BLAZER v-6
automatic, air & power windows, brand new wheels &
tires, $3500 obo 753-9891
1987 CHEVY Suburban 'h
ton. 4x4, white, tinted windows, great shape, rear
a/c. $8500. 436-5867,
please leave message.
1988 RED 2 wheel drive
S-10 Blazer, 4 cylinder, 5
speed with air. $4000 obo.
1987 Red 4x4 S-15 Jimmy
loaded, $6000 obo Both
are sharp. 492-8684 after
5pm
1992 S-10 Blazer Tahoe LT
4)(4 loaded 1 owner, 2 tone
paint, leather interior excellent condition, wholesale
$14.300. 1990 Jeep Cherokee Laredo 4x4 black &
burgandy 66,XXX one
owner miles, great shape in
& out, wholesale $12,750
759-1259.
510

HAVE an obcd:ent, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

4 baths, living room,

Campers

dining room, and 2
large dens with up-

PEG'S Dog Grooming.
753-2915. "

1994 JAYCO 26h camper.
used once, $12,500
489-2218

stairs

deck
and
downstairs deck.

REGISTERED male Rat
4BR home 3 bath in town Terrier. 1yr old, has been
$600-mo plus deposit, 6 neutered, has all shots.
blocks from university. Call $75.00 753-6657.
618-533-1428 leave mes430
sage. will return call.
Real

This house has many
other features. You

Estate
NICE 3br 1 block from camHALEY Appraisal Service,
pus $450/mo 753-2479
call
Haley
Bob
502-489-2266

Mini Storage Rentals
Monthly Rentals
- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call 1/2 Mile North of Hazel on Hwy. 641
Lee Starks
Billy Forres
(502) 492-8238
(502) 492-8508

garage, 4 bedrooms,

must see to appreci$219.00.

Call 753-

8343 from 6-9 p.m.
2BR possible 3br 1 bath
newly redecorated, new
septic & well pump. Owner
moving $60,000 apprasial
value $62,000. 753-7499 or
753-0882

New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

75341581
OAKS Estate beside country club. 3BR 24 bath,
great room with fireplace,
dining room and large bonus room. 753-2816

Auto
Parts
4x4 256 RATIO transmis
sion, transfer case, fron
end, rear end, drive shaft
436-5931.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open et 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
Robertson Road.
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hate Road 1/4

490

KY 94 west to Johnny

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

Mile

NON.PROF1T ORGANIZATION

P O. Box 1033

Murray

America's Second Car

"Uglyrr uckilnm
g
cazezza
_ —
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Used
Cars
1971 CHRYSLER one
owner. 753-7787.
1978 FORD LTD 159,XXX
miles, a/c, engine works
well, $550 753-1228.
1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection.
$1,950 or best offer.
753-8096.
1980 MONTE Carlo V-6,
auto $500 obo 1966 GMC
swb,v-8, auto needs repair,
have all parts $700 obo
436-5236

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1981 CHEVY Chevette 4dr,
automatic, like new tires,
runs good, looks fair, $400.
753-7350.

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

1984 CHEVY Monte Carlo
$2200. 753-2662.

North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frt 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Hwy. 641

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail
We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans
Free Pickup and Delivery Within City Limits

Call (502) 759-1820
Half

615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
block down S. 3rd off east SycamoTE

1986 CUTLASS V-8, automatic, t-tops. 437-4171.
1988 CAVALIER excellent
condition, asking $2800
437-4034

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Compete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
HONEY do Jobs. Doing all
kinds of household handywork & fix it jobs_ Estimates
given, references furnished. 753-4034.

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stela, KY

iJ

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

B.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.

th
Ill

s1

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15: most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Afro Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri • 753-0530

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.

V.

hi

01

Need
Extra
Cash?

ar

ht
re
in
A

Your Ad Could
Be Here...

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

ac
tic

Clean out your
closets, basement or
garage Advertise these
'no torpor needed'
items in tie classifieds

ROCKY Colson home repair will do plumbing, roofing, siding & additions All
type home repair & mobile
home repair. Free estimates. 474-2307_

LU

pL
Ia

753-1916

fo

El

RH Nesbitt Construction
Backhoe Service
Laser Leveling
Certified Septic Installer
Backhoe Trucking

ad
lo
At

Masonry
Concrete
Complete Foundations
Boxblade Work

Free Estimates
502-492-8516 0
.44/1
Pager 762-7221 °

AIMPA

•Soscalang In Poured Basement Was'
-ays •Sidewalis -Patios •Foaers
-Exposed Agaeglie

Services
Offered
Al Hauling tree service
hedge trimming, gutte
cleaning. Clean-up junk
garbage. Odd jobs, also Al
househld moving. Free estimates. Tim Lamb
436-5744.

FREE ESTIMATES

*

Four Star
*
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Porches & decks available
verrelial roof.
Silver roof coating.
White root coating.
Everlock vinyl undeminnong
- Nelms warranty.
K Rok underpinning.
Doors. windows. metal
siding, door repair.
Miller furnace &
air condemning

0

Design Concrete ti
Backhoe Work
Danny
Dennis Jones
(618) 564-2218
Paul Burd (618) 564-2183
(Mobile) 1-525-5217

Al Tree trimming, carpentry, gutter cleaning. Clean
out sheds, attics. Free estimates. Paul Lamb
436-2269, 436-2102

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

tiEAluvGi coot'NG

na0Our.-

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

Phone (502) 492-8488
* Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *

A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.
ALL home repairs, sheetrock finishing & ceilings
sprayed. Over 30yrs experience. Small jobs welcome
Licensed & insure,d
474-8377.

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORYJNG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen 8. Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4C)Q SUNBURY

MURRAY r Behind Bunny Broad)

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.

r•••

CR

APPLIANCE SERVICE_
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30.- years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

• 0"

7-21

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.

1988 MUSTANG GT 5.0,
white with t-tops 436-5067
1988 RED Chrysler LeBaron 86,XXX miles, cd
player, great condition.
753-0643 after 4pm.
$4500.

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

1989 MERCURY Tracer,
needs minor repair, must
sell, $3500. 759-3175.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service. All work guaranteed. 753-1134 or
436-5832.

1991 NISSAN Sentra SE-R
black, 5sp, air, 2dr, 12,000
factory warranty, $8100
1977 Chevrolet pick-up 350
automatic, new Ores and
paint $2100. Days
436-2727, nights
753-2850.

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433

COUNTERTOPS. cusioni
Homes, trailers, offices
Wullts Recovery, Murray
436-5560

530

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling. foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

1989 SILVER Pontiac
Grand Prix. New tires,
needs transmission repair
435-4294.

COLDWATER PLUMBING Affordable rates, specalling in replacement
and repair, 24 hour service
489-2123

32 FOOT Holiday camper
$3500. Serious Inquires
only. 502-759-4414.

ate. Price reduced to

d85

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NOW takirg applications
for 2br townhouse apts
$250/mo, FMHA Call
753-1970 or come by Forrest View, 1213 N 16th to
pick up applications Equal
Housing Opportunity

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

Houses
For Rent

(10 tt. x 12 ft.) and (6 ft. x 9 ft )

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

1BR appliances & water
furnished low utilities, refer
ence & deposit required, no
FIREWOOD Oak & Hick- pets. $185/mo 753-3949
ory, $35/rick pick-up,
$45'rick delivered 1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
436-5273 night or day
$285/mo +deposit
wim
220
753-8848 before 9pm

SEMI-private room, house
2 blocks from campus
$150/mo 753-4895

VERY race 2 bedroom 2
bath with large family room
and fireplace, 1 car garage
Located in Murray, for rent
or lease Call 753-8343

FOR rent 2br apartment in
Northwood $285/mo
759-4406

IN country lbr new duplex
furnished all accesories,
utilities paid, $350 mo
436-2722 8am 6pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

SUPER nice, new brick EXECUTIVE home 3br 2/
1
2
townhouse in Cantedge bath doubt* garage. fireSubdivision 2br 1v both
place. redecorated. lawn
family room, kitchen rad care yard work included
hook-up.lots of storage all Call Bob Perrin at Grey's
appliances furnished No Properties 759-2001. even
pets $425 mo deposit re 'no 753-3509
quired Available ,an 1
SPACIOUS 4br 2 bath in
Call 753-7435 days
Southwest School Distroct.
753-3966 evenings
Appliances & garage and
low utilities awaits you aist
330
10 minutes from town. $350
Rooms
.350 deposit. 759-9059.
For Rent

South 641
Security Storage

OFFICE or retail building,
Zoned B-2. 115 S 13th St,
the NE corner of 13th St &
Poplar Call 753-6001

Apartments
For Rent

Nod

Houses
Per Reit

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
with carport, gas heat, appliances, no pets, deposit &
lease 1817 Ridgewood
$425 753-7457

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95'mo including all utilities 753-1266

320

25. 19415

Aesmaients
For Rent

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications.
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity
527-8574 or 492-8721

Rentals

1.2.380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
753- 1 2 5 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

210

_-

Apolossilia
IIet NW

John
ANTIQUES by the pea or PIANO tuning
collecbons 7534433 day Gottschalk 753 9600
or noght
240
ii!mm
CASH paid tor good used
rifles. shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th. GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE. Everthing
Murray
drasticly reduced Country
WANTED good used jog- Remnants fabrics & crafts
saw. bandsaw and sander
Drafenville Plaza, Drafen489-2333
ville, Ky Also selling store
WANTED
Motorized fixtures & antiques
treadmill Call 753-7951
GRAVITY wagon John
Deere 2950, 2955, 4040 or
4240 cab tractor Call after
6pm 502-492-8790

•
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CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 100/. senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
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FOR SALE: Spacious 3 bedroom, 3 bath
home in Campbell Estates. Approx.2486 sq.
ft. liv. area w/2 car garage. Presently under
construction. Pricz.d to sell. Call 759-9835
or 753-0834
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MURRAY LEDGER it TIMES

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 25, the 25th day of 1995. There are 340
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 25, 1915, the inventor of the telephone, Alexander Graham
Bell, inaugurated U.S. transcontinental telephone service.
On this date:
In 1533, England's King Henry VIII secretly married his second
wife, Anne Boleyn (who later gave birth to Elizabeth 1).
In 1579, the Treaty of Utrecht was signed, marking the beginning of
the Dutch Republic.
In 1787, Shays' Rebellion suffered a setback when debt-ridden farmers led by Captain Daniel Shays failed to capture an arsenal at
Springfield, Mass.
In 1890, reporter Nellie Bly (Elizabeth Cochrane) of the New York
World received a tumultuous welcome home after she completed a
round-the-world journey in 72 days, six hours and 11 minutes.
In 1890, the United Mine Workers of America was founded.
In 1971,"Charles Manson and three. women followers were convicted in Los Angeles of murder and conspiracy in the 1969 slayings
of seven people, including actress Sharon Tate.
In 1981, the 52 Americans held hostage by Iran for 444 days
arrived in the United States.
Ten years ago: In a surprise announcement, Pope John Paul II said
he was convening a synod of Roman Catholic bishops to review the
results of the Second Vatican Council.
-Five years ago: An Avianca Boeing 707 ran out of fuel and crashed
in Cove Neck, N.Y.; 73 of the 161 people aboard were killed. Actress
Ava Gardner died in London at age 67.
One year ago: President Clinton delivered his State of the Union
address in which he challenged Congress to pass comprehensive
health care reforms. Singer Michael Jackson settled a child molestation lawsuit against him; terms were confidential, although one source
put the monetary figure at at least S10 million. The United States
launched Clementine I, an unmanned spacecraft that was tostudy the
moon before it was "lost and gone forever."
Today's Birthdays: Journalist-author Edwin Newman is 76. Actor
Gregg Palmer is 68. Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze is 67. The
former president of the Philippines, Corazon Aquino, is 62. Actress
Elizabeth Allen is 61. Actress Leigh Taylor-Young is 51.
Thought for Today: "By the time a person has achieved years
adequate for choosing a direction, the die is cast and the moment has
long passed which determined the future." — Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald,
American writer (1900-1948).

Tea years ago
Mr. and Mrs William Mayer,
Charlotte Baldwin, secretary of Jan. 21.
Natural Resources and EnvironTwenty years ago
mental Protection Cabinet, spoke
An
average
of $104.10 per
at a meeting of Purchase Area
Environmental Forum held at hundred weight was recorded for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on
Murray State University.
Luke Harrington, a junior, and the three floors of Murray Market
Bill Maddox, a sophomore, both on Jan. 20.
Murray City Council authorat Murray High School, will
ized
the purchase of three new
attend the Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation Leadership Seminar. police cruisers at a cost of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight $4,404.85 from Jim Fain Motors.
will be married 50 years Jan. 27. Jerry Ingram has resigned as purBirths reported incluae a girl to chasing agent for the city of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond O'Daniel, Murray.
The Jan. 24th issue of the Mura girl to Mr. and Mrs. Derril
King, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. ray Ledger & Times features a
Glyn Young, Jan. 18; a girl to I2-page tabloid section produced
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Mozingo, by Distributive Education Club at
Jan. 19; a boy to Lt. and Mrs. Murray Vocational School.
Marilyn Burkeen and Alan
Jack T. Winchester, a boyh to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Smotherman, Vailcs were married Jan.,._4 at
and a boy 'To Mr. and Mrs. South Pleasant Grove United
Michael Holt, Jan. 20; a girl to Methodist Church.

Thin., .1 eisr. age.
Murray Lions CIL&
ceels-d
hospital signs at salkot.. ..a,„a.e.to
Murray. William Cal :A.11
chairman ol this Ts. IA! ert wee- t
committee.
Army Plc. Don A %1.1..ein. son
of Mr. and Mrs. it.
has
been assigned to 1(11,i
Division at Fort ('.,n,; t.,•,l atter
completing basic tram,1,.. atI oil
Knox.
Murray State C++1!,.,..c
horoughbreds beat Au,',u,
Y;tate
College 97 to 75 ni
game. McPherson +A.I. hilsh ."4er for Murray
Murray High S.lioot lirs
beat Mayfield in
ta,k,•thall
game. Carl Roheits
11111
scorer for Murray.
Mrs. Wayne
,Nicp:mict 11e'eLls.a!
son on "Knitting- ai 11:,',•li
Wadc..shoro
(.1uh

DEAR ABBY: One of my hobbies
is collecting names that rit a person's occupation.
My friend, Ralph Bible,is a minister. His roommate in the seminary was named Amen.
Mr. Planke, in Piney Flats,
Tenn., is a carpenter, and Mr. Hand
is a physical trainer with Watanga
Orthopedics.
Mike Cash works for a finance
company in Nashville, and Mike
Hookem (pronounced "hokum") is
director of advertising for a shoe
company in Asheville, N.C. Mr.
Stamper manages the stamping
department ofa large machine company in the same city.

Dr. D.E. Walker is a coach in the
physical education department at
East Tennessee State University,
and Coach Duard Walker is at Milligan College. Walking is an Olympic sport.
There is a doctor in Kingsport.
Tenn., who xlebrides (removes dead
tissue) wounds. His name is Skinner. Dr. Mohler, a dentist, retired
several years ago.
Oh, yes— I've been in sales most
of my life, and my name is ...
MIKE SELLARS.
JOHNSON CITY,TENN.
DEAR MIKE: Thanks for an
interesting collection. After this

runs, I'll bet my readers wilt
come up with more of the same.

Readers?

DEAR AIM\
/AO
printed a letter from a
was worried about h..,
who was very Pltilt
..•1 0.•
I, too,-am a mtreffe i•:.
two outstanding line bet .o•ti
As a young girt. I v.-+painfully shy. Te
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looking and had great e.
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COeLD 3LIST TAKE re
Pits TO BE ?ERECT AND I
,UST Te..)Se KTTeN TO
AtestTelleG I leleNT.

TeE leeeR‘CAe
DREW LIVES ON

Se0t3t_D I
4.1(kee To WORK
?•1
FOR UEreil
ITS 13KE SeetteG
I DONT DESERVE IT

fr)

ast

flation
Metal
-chant

1699

RAINDROPS,
THIS IS JUST
OCEAN WAVES,
I'M
COUNTRY SOUNDS WHAT
LOOKING
FOR!
-7
Lt:;1

=

41•1••

t

t

41 Atto4-•
11P
"
1111

ef
orifilp
41111P:.--

CATHY
FOuNDATION TO COVER THE
RED, DRiPPIN(7 NO5E...
SmeLDERiNe SHADOW TO
DtsetItSE THE PuFFY, BLOOD
SHOT E4ES....

...WHAT Am I DOW&??
WHAT CRUEL FEmALE GENE
MAKES ME THINK THAT EVEN
IN ILLNESS IM SUPPOSED In
BE ALLURING?? HAH

e
I REIECT THE STEREOriPE!
I REFUSE TO PERPETUATE
THE MYTH! I CLAIM MY

RIGHT TO LOOK 0(ACTLY
AS BAD AS I

BROUGHT
1HE
SOUP,
CATH`f

THE CURSE OF MI
'
AGE BRACKET...
„YOUNG ENOUGH
TO KNOW 8f11ER,
BUT OLD ENOUGH
TO NEED A TOUCH
Of LIPSTICK ...

DEAR BARBARA: It's well
worth passing along, and after
it appears in my column, I will
probably hear from the author
MIDDLE CHILDREN
Middle children are used to
giving
In to the younger and the
older.
Middle children are used to
turning
Soft, mild cheeks to the child
who's holder.

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
K 86 5
V'85 32
•A3
+975
WEST
EAST
4Q72
463
VAKJ107
V94
Q 10 4
*98762
+J2
+Q10864
,
SOUTH
•AJ 1094
V Q6
• KJ 5
dl• A K 3
The bidding:
South West
North East
2V
1+
2
Pass
4+
Opening lead — king of hearts.

. In today's hand, dochr
an unusual way te e•saly,
way trump guess.
•
peered, it seemed he w
lose two hearts and a
best chance to make four
i.
rested on not losing a trek a tie
trump queen.
West started with the I.
•,f
hearts,South ruffing th, ir
as East discarded a drrinor.• I
darer now cashed the.. A K +•t
the A-K ofdiamonds and (her,
the jack of diamonds in U+ann
iiDummy's last heart was r.f.
andtrumped with the nin... a: is hi
point South exited with tht -• -.1,1
h
clubs. It did not matter te
opponent took the club tries.; !,u•r.
the actual case, East won s7';,•
ten.
Nor did it matter wt.. h
East returned at this sti,.s • ••
A-- :•
One of declarer's most difficult declarer by now had only
it.•
problems is to guess which way to of trumps while dummy's
finesse when confronted by a two- cards were the K-h-fioftrumps F.rs•..
way finesse for the missing queen of was sure to commit hare-'Kee
trumps.
ever he did next.
In developing the wir.e!n;.;
Unlike guessing the location ofa
queen in a side suit, which can usu- position, it is true that der.. art.! ra.,
,t • :.ally be delayed, a finesse for the the slight risk of having
trump queen often cannot be post- high-card tricks in diamonck
poned because tackling trumps at trumped by East or West I ,ic':t r,
once is unavoidable. As a result, a the likelihood that t his
player's percentage ofcorrectguesses was far less than the
in the trump suit is naturally not as chance he had of miseuesse,g the
trump finesse.
good as those in other suits.
Tomorrow: Magic act.

Middle children make cheer
their talent
Smiling even through handme-downings.
Middle children will play a
willing
Audience for the other's
4'IOW/ling&
Middle children are openhearted.
Middle children will fetch
and carry.
Middle children don't need
onspoiling.
Middle children are nice to.
marry.

DR. GOTT
Peter ii. Gott. M.D.

DE.111 DR. GOTT: I have consulted
,cverat t.ar, nose and throat specialAunt a loud and persistent ring!re in my right ear that has lasted
aanost a year. After CT scans. MRIs
:Ind blood tests resulting in quite
.11 m vestment - I was told I would
probably have to learn to live with it
that hearing aids might mask the
ra•Isc.
I ha\ e. tor unknown reasons, considerable hearing loss, but feel that I
c:i23 - bye- with it if I can just get the
!-eartnc to stop. I've read extensively
it the subject and know that this is a common and difficult medical problem. but Id like to know if there is any
mi-ls rue-earth or treatment for the
,-ondition_ This is frustrating and irriring
for someone who
,
meeys the quiet..
CROSSWORDS
1111 a .18 year-old male and suspect
that a virus I had a few years ago may
38 River in
tiaVI• It'd to the hearing loss. I do sufACROSS
Africa
tie- Irian allergies and have taken
Puzzle
Previous
Answer
to
Made
40
1 —Angeles
. Her* injections for almost the entire
deserving
4 Musical
time the ringing has persisted_ Could
C E,A:SIE
R AG L
42 Small fish
instruments
theri•bt• a connection?
ORDERS
Female
44
DOCIINCE
9 Hirt, et al.
prophet
11( READER: Tinnitus winging
T ERE'DM NE
12 Vast age
CO
IE
45 Cry of sheep
13 Oscar winner
ACED .r: th.• ears, and loss of hearing could
OON
CIE
El
Male
deer
47
for "Driving
have been caused by a virus
ASE
AC
48 Perfectly
Miss Daisy"
inlet-eon
ol the inner ear, so you may
T
Swiftly
NOAH
52
14 Numbers
IMAM
thee to --learn to live with
as your
55 Joan Van —
(abbr.)
gow
NEM
doetors suggested.
56 "Days — —
15 Period of
PURSE
DO JAJII
Lives'
time
These permanent symptoms can
58 Pinch
IMO EllE A,N R.AID- also
17 Earnest
result from noise damage. an
—
Louis
PALP
59
0
19 Sorrows
:specially
troublesome consequence
Fran
60
21 Figure
A ME ASED P.1 ot modern living -- particularly that
Drescher
(abbr.)
A. I .R.M.E.N, i•aused by chronic exposure to elecCE N
TV role
22 Peaceful
LA YERS tronically amplified music.
NA
61 — — fault
uJE
25 Thomas —
(overmuch)
29 Concerning
•••
am not aware that anti-allergy
1-250 1995 United Fe<st,.-,
30 Bread
medicine commonly causes tinnitus.
DOWN
- spreads
'1 P• Ii
5 Arthur ID
although the possibility exists. To test
1 — Horsley
32 Hosiery
6 cricket
wily theory. try- stopping the medic&
"Alley
—"
2
casualty
positions
3 White
wit h your doctor's approval. of
33 -- — Clear
Paradise
7
4 Shake:nurse to see what happens. If the
Day"
Maple
8
spearean
35 Egg-shaped
inn itus stops, you've got your answer.
9 Year iSp
37 Ms. Gabor
10 Mr Costello
There are no recent researchireakthroughs to treat tinnitus.
11
NI
io
8
4
6
7
5
1
2
3
DEAR DR. (;OTT. I've been on
for nine months because of
Prilosec
11
13
12
bleeding ulcers. I recently heard this
26 N-'
drug can cause cancer when taken for
17
15
27 Cr,.• •
mug periods Your comments. please.
1111
28 t+,1+- -1 +"
21
19 •20
DEAR READER: Prilosec tomepra31 to,
- ed.
,is a drug that inhibits the forma34 Giro:4.,
36 0' fr+
of gastric acid: hence, it is useful
tool
NW
ill
II
ME
peptic disease, including
treating
in
32
29
39 N.ivehided hernia and ulcers.
According to the manufacturer.
33
41 Sean
long term use of Prilosec may cause
43 Ciao:
•ill
41
38
46 Come' IV
cancer in rats. Its chronic effects in
cator A
humans have yet to be studied.
il
il
48 Auth,a
42
The recommended dose is,10 milFiernal(1
ill
III
daily for no longer
ligrams
ird
id
45
49 Evaoorat.•
weeks.
50 Pico
Although you are probably not risk51 Over tt
ing any health problems by your
53 laborohni. MN
ill
11
NM
grp
extended use of Prilosec. I urge you to
lild.
54 Federal
heed the manufacturer's recommenill
agcy
dation that I mentioned.
57 World oei
Ask your doctor about this..
-
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IS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

gad)

WHAT AM I DOIN3?I Cpt.f-r- THE RCOM WHIRLED AROUND
ME FIGHIING BACK NAUSEA
GOT°gEp. I NAFTA Do A
HUMAN I rvitfiesTs-r-orw FcK ANOTNE_DesPERATE NEED
--tomogRow.SoNETHINGLAMH FOR SLEEP,I FORCED MYDE-PTH FIND PAIN AND ,
SELF TO CoMPLETEIFIE
y - EMOTioN!
LAST PAGE OF Vol/ ASSIgN
MENTct, 1APP/J-fr

Tnr
"Tick

3101)
GARFIELD
THAT COFFEE

CAREFUL,
GA R Ft EL D

BE

IS HOT

7.1
PEANUTS

Re.

lath
;sq.
ider
835

Many years ago, a fellow schoolteacher gave me this poem about
middle children. There's a lot of
truth in it.
I hope you think it's worth passing along. Sorry, the author is
unknown.
BARBARA CHEEK WILLIAMS.
LONGVIEW,TEXAS

LETS YOU CHOOSE

t

, Inc.

V
.
FS

/Pie SETTING

held at the -home of Mrs. Clinton
urcheo.
Forty years ago
The Mothers' March for the
Calloway County Polio Fundraising Drive will be on Jan. 31,
according to Alvis E. Jones,
director of the Calloway County
Polio Drive.
Murray Training School
Orchestra participated in a String
Festival held Jan. 24 at Bentpn.
Mildred Williams and Luther
Nance were married Jan. 16 at
Covington, Tenn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Steele and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathis.
A lesson on "Landscaping"
was presented by Mrs. Bill
Wrather at a meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakess Club held at
the home of Mrs. Ernest
Underwood.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
WHAT'S
ITS A SOUND )
THIS t MACHINE FOR
7
MUFFLING NOISES

YOU CAN MAKE A FEW
MINOR CI-IAN6E5 IF YOU
HAVE TO

YOU KNOW,THE MAIN
CHARACTER IN '(OUR NOVEL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE
EXACTLY LIKE ME..

THANKS FOR
THE. WARNING'
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

GOT A SAWING DOG NEXT
DOOR ? LATE-NIGHT PARTY?
GET THIG AND YOU CAN
SLEEP THROUCt7-de
ANYTHING

1995

4

1

4 .1

4,11.
1

r
..

88

k
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MURRAY LEDGER is TIMES
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SE1111-ANNUAL SALE
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At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find.

OPEN THURSDAY
& FRIDAY
UNTIL
8:00 P.M.

BEDROOM
1-4 Pc. Bedroom Suite, Triple Dresser,
Large Mirror, Chest & Heads, Footboard & Night Stand. Reg. 2469.95

NOW

$129995

1-3 Pc. Cherry Bedroom,Triple Dresser
& Mirror, Large Chest, Pediment Headboard, Nightstand Available. Reg,
1299.95

NOW
$89995

1-4 Pc. Oak Bedroom, Triple Dresser
With Mirror, Chest, Headboard & Footboard And Nightstand. Reg. 2245.00

NOW

$129995

Lexington's Bob Timberlake Collection,
All Pieces 40% OFF, Both In-Stock &
Special Orders.
1-5 Pc. Bedroom From Stanley, Triple
Dresser With Mirror, Door Chest, Metal
Sleigh Bed, and 2 Night Stands,
Washed Finish With Metal & Brass
Accents. Reg. 6398.00

NO PAYMENT
NO INTEREST
TILL AUGUST
1995

NOW

1/2

With Approved Credit - $400 Minimum

SOFA
SLEEPERS
Twin Size

Starting at

SOFAS

399.95

at 429.95

Full Size

starting

Queen Size

Staling at

499.95

All With
Innerspring
Mattresses

1-Sofa From Lexington's Decristofaro
Collection, Vegetable Tapestry Cover
With Matching Arm Pillows, Coordinating Chair & Ottoman Available.
Reg. 1499.95
1-2 Pc. Sofa & Chair By Southern. Slip
Cover Look With An Olive & Cream
Stripe Fabric. Reg. 2199.95

1-Sofa By Lexington, Traditional Style
With 8-Way Hand Tied Construction,
Multi-Color Tapestry Fabric. Reg.
1599.95

NOW

1/2
NOW

$99995

NOW
$59995

1-Sofa By Hickory Hill, Traditional Style
NOW
With Blue, Burgundy & Green Plaid $A 9995
Cover, Matching Loveseat Available.
Reg. 899.95

CHAIRS
1 -Club Chair By Best, Navy Blue Fabric.
Reg. 349.95

NOW

1-Swivel Rocker By Fairfield, Traditional Style with Tuffed Back, Teal
Fabric, Slightly Damaged. Reg. 499.95

NOW

1 -Chair & Ottoman By Southern,
Washed Teal Fabric. Reg. 999.95

NOW

1 -Chippendale WIngback By Taylors%dile; Blue, Red & Green Stripe Cover, 1
Only, Floor Sample. Reg. 799.95

NOW

1-Bomber Jacket Leather Recliner By
Lane. Reg. 1499.95

1/2
1/2
1/2
$29995
NOW

1/2

1-Sofa By TaylorsvIlle, Multi-Color
NOW
Tweed Fabric With Down-Like Cush$37goo
ions. Reg. 899.95
%.0 Ea.
1-Chippendale Wingback By Fairfield, NOW
Tapestry, Hunt Scene Fabric, 1-Only.
Reg. 699.95
$39995
1-Genuine La-Z-Boy Recliner, MultiColor Pinstripe Cover. Reg. 579.95

NOW

1/2

GENUINE
LA-Z-BOY
FOR AS LOW AS
$2770
MISCELLANEOUS

BALDWIN PIANOS
1-Baby Grand Piano By Baldwin, Black
Lacquer Finish. Reg. 11,910.00

1-Baldwin Oak Spinet Piano. Reg,
3595.00
1-Baldwin Cherry Console Piano,
Queen Anne Style. Reg. 3995.00
1-Baldwin Cherry Spinet Piano Reg.
3595.00

•

1-Baldwin Oak Console Plano, Traditional Style. Reg. 3795.00

NOW

s8495c*
NOW

$2595°°

1-Tuxedo Style Sofa With A Loose
Pillow Back, Burgundy, Gold & Green
Plaid Cover. Reg. 899.95

NOW
$69995
NOW

$49995

NOW

$2795°°
NOW

$2595°°

1-Sofa By La-Z-Boy, Camelback Style
With Blue, Burgundy & Green Plaid
Cover, Matching Arm Pillows. Reg.
999.95

1 Queen Size Black Iron Bed With
Canopy. Reg. 899.95

2795'

1/2
ON
PREMIUM PARK
PLACE
BEDDING

1 Iron & Glass Sofa Table By Satterinl,
Gun Metal Finish. Reg. 599.95

1 Oak Roll Top Desk. Medium Oak
Finish, Floor Sample. Reg. 899.95

1/2

1-Double Fully Reclining Loveseat By
Lane, Transitional Style With Blue &
Mauve Fabric. Reg. $1099.95

NOW
$39995

1-Navy Blue Leather Sofa By Distinction, 8-Way Hand Tied And All Leather
Construction. Reg. 3413.00

NOW

1-Queen Anne Style Sofa From Hickory
Hill; Blue, Burgundy, & Teal Stripe
Cover; Slightly Damaged. Reg. 899.95

NOW

1 3-Pc. Table Group, 2 End Tables & 1
Cocktail Table, Iron Bases With Glass
Tops. Reg. 399.95
1 Black Iron Etagere With Oak Shelves.
Reg. 399.95

1 Oak Cocktail Table. Reg. 199.95

FURNITURE

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW
$14995
NOW
$75°°

1 3-Pc. Table Group, 2 End Tables & 1
Cocktail Table, Medium Oak Finish.
Reg. 199.95

NOW

1 3-Pc. Table Group, 2 End Tables, 1
Rectangular Cocktail Table, Shaker
Styled With Glass Tops. Reg. 599.95

NOW

'49995

1-5 Pc. Wrought Iron Pedestal Table &
Chair Group, Verdigris Finish, With 1/2"
Glass Top. Reg. 2444°

NOW
$89995

NOW
$54995

1-7Pc. Solid Oak Dining Room By
Keller, Double Pedestal Table With 312" Leaves And 6 Chairs, Floor Sample.
Reg. 3173.00

NOW

1/2

Thurman's
208 Main St.

NOW

NOW

1-2 Pc. Sofa & Loveseat Combination,
Traditionally Styled With A Blue, Bur- NOW
gundy & Green Stripe And Contrasting $89995
Arm Pillows. Reg. 1699.95

1 Sofa From Hickory Hill, Traditional
Style With Loose Pillow Back And
Green & White Stripe Cover With Matching Arm Pillows, Loveseat Available.
Reg. 899.95

NOW

$375'

NOW

SAVE
UP TO

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

1-Sofa By Lexington, Traditional Style
With 8-Way Hand Tied Construction,
Beige Damask Cover With Matching
Arm Pillows. Reg. 1599.95

1/2
1/2

1/2

FREE
DELIVERY

753-4834

•
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